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41.	 INTRODUCTION
This project has resulted in the development of two Failt Ion Mass Spec-
trometers (FIMS A and FIMS B), culminating in their flight on two Project
CENTAUR sounding-rocket payloads in December 1981. Analysis of data from
these flights is now in progress.
This report summarizes the design, development, construction, calibra-
tion, integration, and flight of these new instruments, along with early re-
sults from the data analysis efforts. The goal of the program was to develop
a medium-energy ion mass slectrometer that could cover mass-velocity space
with significantly higher time resolution, improved mass resolution, (parti-
cularly for heavier ions) , and wider energy range than existing instruments
had achieved. The initial design consisted of a dual-channel cylindrical
electrostatic analyzer followed by a dual-channel cylindrical E x B velocity
filter. As part of the early work on this instrument (FIMS A) investigations
Into the gain versus count-rate characteristics of the high-current channel
electron multipliers (CEM's), which were chosen for ion detection, revealed a	 B
systematic behavior thrt co ,ild be used as a criterion for selection of CEM's
for long counting lifetimes. This result was published in Review of
Scientific Instruments ( Hahn and Burch, 1980).
a
Meanwhile, a computer ray-tracing analysis was used to optimize the.FIMS
A ion optics, and a prototype instrument was fabricated. Since no suitable
calibration facility existed at SwRI at that time, prototype calibration was
carried out at .Los Alamos National Laboratory. This calibration confirmed the
ray-tracing analysis, and work on the FIMS A flight unit began.
Although the FLdS A instrument achieved the expected improvements in time
resolution, heavy -ion mass resolution, and energy range, it still was able to
sample in only one direction at a time. To improve further the time resolu-
tion for sampling in mass-velocity space an angular imaging capability was
needed. The FIMS B instrument was designed to meet this goal. In FIMS B the
cylindrical energy analyzer was replaced by a spherical sector analyzer that
was capable of sampling a 35 0 x 5 0 angular fan that is resolved into sixteen
2.2 0 x 50 sectors by means of a microchannel plate detector at the output of
the cylindrical E x B velocity filter. The velocity filter was similar in
similar in geometry to that of the FIMS A analyzer but with a magnetic field
roughly twice as strong to give even better mass resolution for heavy ions. A
FIMS B prototype also was calibrated at Los Alamos, and work was begun on a
flight unit for Project CENTAUR. The design and early development work on the
FIMS A and FIMS B instruments were described in a paper published in Review of
Scientific Instruments (Hahn, Burch and Feldman, 1981).
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Following the initial FINS calibrations at Lop Alamos, work was begun on
a calibration system at SwRI that could test the response of theme instruments
and their future derivatives over the full range of their capabilities. This
calibration system was put Into operation in time for calibration of the FINS
A and F!IMS B flight units in September 1981.
Integration of these instruments onto two separate Project CENTAUR pay-
loads was accomplished with very few problems at SwRI. A long series of envi-
ronmental tests of the full-up payloads at GSFC was followed by transport to
Cape Parry, NWT, for launch operations. Both payloads were launched into the
dayside magnetospheric cleft and operated nominally. Analysis of data from
F-IMS A and FINS B, in cooperation with the other Project CENTAUR experi-
menters, is now underway.
s
II. DESIGN AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF FINS A AND FINS B
The design and early development, through prototype calibration, of the
FINS A and FINS B instruments are documented in the paper entitled "Develop-
ment of a Fast Ion Mass Spectrometer for Space Research," by S. F. Hahn, J. L.
Burch, and W. C. Feldman, which is reproduced in the following pages. Also
reproduced in this section is a paper entitled "Exponential Decay and Exponen-
tial Recovery of Modal Gains in High Count hate Channel Electron Multipliers,"
by S. F. Hahn and J. L. Burch.
Also shown for reference in Figures 1 and 2 at the and of thist section
are photographs of the FINS A and FINS B prototype units.
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FIGURE 2. PHOTOGRAPH OF FIMS PROTOTYPE INSTRUMENT WITH SPHERICAL
ENERGY ANALYZER A14D MICRO-CHANNEL PLATE DETECTOR.
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Exponential decay and exponential recovery of modal
gains in high count rate channel electron multipliers
S, F, Hahn and J. L. Burch 	
ORIGINAL FAG I
Sautharl/ Research lnslllule,SanAnlonla, rexas70284 O^ 1:100R Q^aA^(Received 17 July 1979; saxpted for publication S February 1910)
A aeries of data on high count rate. channel electron multipliers revealed an initial drop and
subsequent recovery of gains in cr < ti?nentiat .fashion. The FWHM of the pulse height distribution
at the initial stage of testing can i-e used as a good criterion for the selection of operating bias
voltage of the channel electron multiplier.
PACS numbers. 84,30.Wp,.29.60.Ef
Recently, high count rate channel electron multipliers
(CEM's) developed specifically for the High Altitude
Plasma Instrument and the Low Altitude Plasma ln-
strument for the NASA Dynamics Explorer project were
examined in the laboratory to determine their perform-
ance characteristics. Although a number of different
tests were performed, this note reports only on the re-
sults,of pulse height analysis (PHA) examined as a func-
tion of total accumulated counts. The CEM ' s (Galileo
Electro-Optics Series 4800) have typical channel resist-
ance of ---10" H, and channel length-to-diameter ratios
of 50 (with 1 mm inside diameters). The flat cone aper-
ture has 6 mm x 20 mm rectangular dimensions to ac-
commodate the instrument exit slit.
The OEM 's were tested in an extremely clean vacuum
chamber with a cryogenic main pump which brings the
chamber pressure to typically less than S x IVO Tarr.
Extra care was taken to reduce the number of outgassing
sources by, for example, using bare solid wire, for clec-
trical connections, and adopting only glass, ceramic and
vacuum compatible metal for mounting hardware..
Measurements on CEM gain and pulse height distribu-
tion were obtained from a conventional charge sensitive
preamplifier (ORTEC 142-PC) and wave shaper (ORTEC
460) combination, whose output was connected to either
a CAMAC-controlled single channel analyzer or a multi-
channel analyzer (Nuclear Data 2200). The multichannel
analyzer controls were set to match those of the manu-
facturer so as to achieve continuity in data taking. Data
Were obtained both at our facility and the manufacturer's.
Figure l shows some of the typical data. To emphasize
the exponential nature of the gain change as a function of
total accumulated counts, a linear scale was used on the
x axis. The =counts were accumulated at a rate of ^-S
X 10' s' 1 while the CEM modal gain was maintained at
— 100 by adjusting bias voltage to ensure no premature
fatigue induced by overdriving it. The PHA was per-
formed at a count rate of S x 103 counts s` I , which was
well within the region where no gain change with count
rate was observed.
The data show a characteristic gain history with four gain., which is again subject to TAC's, it is better to
distinct phases. The first phase involves an apparently' determine the CEM operational voltage according to the
exponential drop in gain. This initial gain reduction is actual FWHM measurements in addition to the usual
,
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f
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the result of a "clean-up" Process, a term used by
many,' It occurs in a relatively short period of total ac-
cumulated counts (TAC's) usually in the range of 3--5
x 100 . Some units were observed lo exceed 10" TAC's
before reaching the second, minimum gain; phase. At the
end of The first phase, the gain is generally one third to
one half of the initial gain. For normal CEM's the mini-
must gain is maintained for a period which is positively
correlated to that of the first phase, up to 101 TAC's.
Those units that were subsequently judged defective
had monotonically do--creasing gain past 10 10 TAC's, a
test limit we set for convenience.
Even with the positive correlation between the ac-
cumulation periods of the first and the second phases,'
the onset of the third': phase, gain recovery, is not very
predictable. The third phase is characterized by a strong
and fast recovery of gain, again in an exponential fashion.
While the overall fluctuation of gain reduction and sub-
sequent recovery has been observed by many, no report
is known to us on the exponential nature of the gain
recovery. The (recovered gain is generally higher or com-
parable to the initial gain as opposed to the lower re
covered gain of regular CEM ' s. The final gain plateau i
(the fourth and final phase of *the gain history) is con-
	
sistently close to or higher than the gain observed at	 1
the beginning of the test. The gain recovery typically
plateaus near 10" TAC's, but some units took up to —4
x 10" for full recovery. No appreciable change in gain
was noticed in subsequent measurements up to 1010
counts, the set limit. We believe the gain stays more or
less constant pastthis limit so long as no surface degrada-
tion due to contamination takes place, as evidenced in
the literature.e-1
The gain drop and recovery phenomenon was observed
after every exposure of the CEM to air, but the amount
of change differed from the very first test values. The
physiochemical process behind this gain fluctuation is
presently not very well understood.
	
For .statistical reasons it is important to know the 	 x
FWHM of the CEM. Since the FWHM changes with
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practice of titili?3,,ng is gain (01• count rate) vs voltage	 'phis wort % ,as supported by NASA Contract Nos,
curve;, which does not give it Clear-cut bending point, NASS•24301 and NASW-3237.
By testing; FWHVI at different Was voltages as a funC-
tio11.i 's 'A 's, otte can safely let the ol^eratiug voltaa
of a CBM with good statistical confidence. According	 r E
	 11+rx, "`"),a,ln,•1 4leatron uuiltil►liern,"Am. hob, 67,
to the data shown in Fig, I, a Was voltage of 2300 V	 (March 1979),
is needed if one wants better than 50% hWH M at any 	 r H. Roxenb ►tuer, Remurke on the clut► lification of continua ►ta channel
q ^,	 electron mnililtliers (OEM's) for use as ►tclectors inions term xpacatime doting the operation of the CE M nttless i►t Sint	 flight misxions, unpublished manuscript (May 1978),
aging of the CLM beywid, the third phase is executed,	 J. G,'rimothy and R. L, Bybee. Rev, Sci, lostiAlm, 4p, 1192(1!78).
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Development of a fast ion mass spectrometer for
space research
S. F. Hahn attJ J. L. Burch
Solethtueil Research In+'llteso, Son
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W. C. Feldman
Los Alamos Selow(ic Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 8750
(Received 29 August 1980; seetptrd for publication 6 belober 1980)
An ion mass spectrometer with a cylindriW EXE analyzer and either a cylindrical or it spherical
+ electrostatic analyzer is described in this paper, The instrument features two nested channels and
a postacceleration between the electrostatic and EXH analyzers for wide ranges of energy and
mass responses. The dual -channel construction not only doubles the data acquisition rate, but also
makes it possible to reverse the electrostatic field orientation in the inner channel (radially
outward, as opposed to radially inward in the outer channel) for lighter ions., The outer channel is
then optimized for ions of medium to high mass numbers resulting in enhanced mass resolution
for such heavy ions. A 90'-deflection angle spherical electrostatic analyzer in combination with a 	 ,r
cylindrical EX B analyzer- provides an extremely wide viewing angle, The angular distribution of
ions can be obtained from such geometry if a position -sensitive resistive anode or a detector array
is used at the exit aperture, Details on the principles of operation, the instrument design, ant'
calibration are given in this paper. '	 A
PAt°;,'S numbers; 07.75, }} h, 95.55.Lb
The preacceleration increases the minimum energy of
ions seen by the 9 x 9 analyzer to a level where the
lightest ion (H4-) can be deflected by the magnetic field
alone. So the ion energies which the instrument must
handle range only from EACA (energy gained by ac-
celeration) to E,,,,,.Iq (maximum design energy) rather
than from 0 to E,,,,,,,/q. The preacceleration, however,
results in deterioration of energy and angle resolution
of the instrument at the lower ion energies, lcads,to an
energy dependence of the total instrument sensitivity,
and ' requires the use of a retarding potential 'analyzer(RPA) to obtain energy spectrum information at energies
below the preacceleration energy. This approach not
only adds to the complexity of the instrument, but also
inadvertently decreases the sensitivity of the instrument
due to lowered transmittance through a set of RPA grids,
This paper reports on the development of a Fast Ion
Mass Spectrometer (FIMS) which is based on the cylin-
drical E x B velocity filter, but which achieves several
significant improvements over previous instruments of
this type. An isometric view of the calibrated instrument
appears in Fig. 1. The energy and angle resolution at low
energies has been improved by the use of postaccelera-
spectrometers are designed to be double focusing at	 tion instead of preacceleration. in this approach 'the
selected mass and energy combinations achieving high	 postacceleration potential is applied between ' the exit
sensitivity and good resolution as a whole device. 	 slit of the electrostatic analyzer and the entrance aper-
The energy ranges of such mass spectrometers have 	 ture of the E X A analyzer. This arrangement ensures the
been increased by the adoption of a fixed preaccelera 	 same wide dynamic operational energy range and still
tion voltage applied between the grounded input aper- 	 maintains uniform energy and angle resolutions of the
We and the cylindrical electrostatic analyzer plates.	 basic electrostatic analyzer, eliminating the need of an ;a
^_	 ^L7	 al...-.eLl _i..^n.^ ,t is e r ^Y1.	 MLSII^Ia1/t)'M717.MtOA aO	 a 111M A^d"w Inatkuta a1 aNwalet 	 227
INTRODUCTION
Low to medium energy (a few eV/e--tens of KeV/e) ion
mass spectrometers for ionospheric aad magnetospheric
research have gained great sophistication during the past
two decades. The newer types of instruments have
steadily, increased the detectable ranges of ion energies
and mass numbers, the detection sensitivity, and resolu-
tion, Rccent progress has been concentrated on G X.&
type filters; in which a permanent magnetic field'and a
variable electrostatic field are used to form a tunable' -
velocity analyzer. Such an E x B filter in combination
with an electrostatic energy analyzer provides energy
per-charge (E/q) and mass -per-charge (M/q) measure-'
menu of ions.
The geometry of the E x B filter has evolved from
Cartesiani -2 to a cylindrical' ,' configuration, resulting in
a more efficient use of volume and ion optics. ' A typical'
mass spectrometer' utilizes a cylindrical electrostatic
energy analyzer followed by a cylindrical E x B analyzer
which has radial electrostatic and axial magnetic fields
formed by a set of coaxial electrostatic deflection plates
placed between two magnet pole pieces. Such mass
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I	 Flo. I.	 A dual-channel fast ion mass spectrometer (FIMS) with cylindrical electrostatic and t x $ analyzers.
RPA of the preacceleration instrument. The sensitivity mass resolution since as M/q --*, oo , the 'R x A filter be-
of the instrument also remains constant for the entire comes essentially an electrostatic analyzer. With two
energy range, Postacceleration also enhances the mass channels, one can use a stronger magnetic' field (or a
resolution of the instrument at low energies since the larger radius), thereby optimizing the instrument at an
angle and energy spread past the electrostatic analyzer intermediate mass number (e.g., O+ or C+). Then, the
is reduced by the acceleration potential which precedes outer' channel can acquire higher mass — number ions in,
4	 the E x h analyzer. the manner described above using a radially inward elec-
A second improvement is the incorporation of dual- trostatic deflection force, while the inner channel simul-
channel operation, achieved by placing a second set of taneously covers the lower mass numbers by using a
deflection plates nested within the radius of the first one. radially outward deflection electric field. This approach
Such a nested geometry allows increase in instrument has been verified by trajectory computations, and a
'	 volume while providing a two -fold increase in data prototype instrument is now under construction.
acquisition speed with minimal increases in weight and An additional improvement has been achieved by the
I .r	 power consumption over those of the single -channel use of spherical, electrostatic inal.yzers instead of the
device. This dual-channel feature also allows the mass cylindrical units (Fig. 2). This geometry provides an
resolution of the instrument to be increased at higher extra large angle of view • in at least one dimension
mass numbers. As described above, single -channel (perpendicular to the plane of particle deflection), and,
E x B filters of this type have been designed so that if a 9(r deflection angle is used, enables one to measure
low mass— number ions are detected when the radially the _angular distribution of particles when a position=
inward electrostatic deflections force is minimized. An sensitive detector is used at the exit aperture.'
increase of the deflection voltage then allows the detec- The principle of device operation and detailed descrip-
a
tion of higher mass — number ions, but with decreasing tion of the prototype instruments as well as the use of
L...^..:.._I_r ..m v... ._ .^^^....^J-. y. . ...	 ^I.^^rYt3Y^^._^^^L^-^^^-^Y^.a., .^.. _Y^^^__.__._-__^_-^_^_^.^^^^ ^. 	_...
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Radiation ShisM	 Deflection Plate	 Spherical Electrostatic Deflection Plate
Assembly
MOP w/ Resistive 	 Magnet Intermediate
Anode Aperture
Mo. 2.	 A developed, cross-sectional side view of a mass spectrometer with dual spherical electrostatic analyzer and cylindrical t x d
analyzer combinations, Such an instrument has an extra•wide 	 of view with high angular resolution if position sensitive detectors such asfield
microchannel plates are used at the exit apertures.
spherical electrostatic analyzers are included in the fol- Suppose the fields are adjusted so that an ion with
lowing chapters. mass per unit charfie ratio of m„ and velocity uo is de-
flected along the central trajectory of radius ro. The ratio,
1. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES of centripetal force by electrostatic field to the total de-	 C
-The analysis. of charged particle optics in crossed E flection force is defined as
and D fields has been performed by some in cylindrical f ^ eEo%(mouol/rA),	 (1)
geometry,°'' and a brief review is made in this chapter
with the intention of clarifying the meanings of different is the posit ive
	
is
	 electricvwhere e
parameters used in the instrument descriptiops. The field at r	 The quantity f is a measure of the relative
idealized field sector geometry is shown in Fig. 3 where, deflection ,forces due to electrostatic and magnetic
for simplicity, no fringing field effect is considered. The sources, and is either positive for radially-in or negative
magnetic field B is uniform within the sector boundary for radially-out E-field orientation. The magnetic field
and is directed parallel to the z axis of the cylindrical ion  s teni	 hforce on t	 ^
coordinates of r, ¢, and z. The radial electric field is euoB = (1 - f)( ►nouo=/ro). 	 (2)
generated by the use of a set of coaxial plates. Charged
particles introduced into the field region are deflected by The motion of a particle other than those on the cents!
the combined effect of both electric- and magnetic fields. trajectory can be described by an equation of motion in
rap
,
to
MG. 3. Basic geometry of a cylindrical
E x A field sector used for ion trajectory 	 Y {analysis.	 .	 Q
d
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cylindrical geoinetry, which can be solved analytically k4► = ar where k	 (t + f')"s - 2 1 /1 , Also, for a purely
if first-order approximations are used for certain of the magnetic analyzer., A . l and the ions are focused in
parameters as follows: angle if 4) - v, For any value of k between 1-2 112 , the
V - v00 +
	
(3(a)) focusing should occur be In.,+een rr/2 11 ' and v as both field
components contribute in deflecting the ion. In other
M g mo(I + E),	 13(b)l words, if the field sector -angle 4) is set to a value between
and the two limits, there is a corresponding value off for
r = ro(I + p),	 [3(c)) which the angular focusing occurs for the ions of given
where p, e and p are all -41. mass -per-charge and energy-per-charge ratios. Since the
Using the above approximations and the relationships electrostatic energy analyzer preceding the 9 X B
between r, 4,, and 1, a second -order differential equation analyzer can be made to be angular focusing at all
of p as a function of 0 is obtained as
energies, the complete instrument can be designed for
first-order angular focusing at selected ion energy and
d'p
d^= + p(1 + f =) _ QO + f) + e,	 (4)
mass number combinations.
Co achieve focusing in energy as well as in angle, the
-
energy dispersion of the electrostatic analyzer should be
where only first-order terms in p, Q, and e are preserved. compensated by the equal but opposite dispersion in the
Solving forp with boundary conditions given in Fig; 3, E x B analyzer while maintaining the angular focusing
p(¢) = A sink, + B cosk¢ + [p(l +f) + el,	 (S) conditions. The Velocity dispersion of an angularly-
focusing electrostatic analyzer is obtained from Eq. (7)
where by keeping e = 0 (uniform mass- er-charge , 	 1 andP	 )k' - ] + f z ► k4) = it resulting in D	 u s-	 	 of = 2Qro^ where the subscript E
A - a/k is used to denote the electrostatic analyzer.
The velocity dispersion Dp in the E X B analyzer isB = (d + al„)/ro - [P(1 + f) + E]/k2, given similarly.
'
with a (G1) = angle of incidence at the entrance aper- D P = P( 1	 fo)(ro /k%l - cosk4))
- ture, d = displacement of particle entrance position
from the aperture center, and /o = object distance. = Q(l + fo)[2ro/(1 + f z)l,	 (9)
After leaving the field region the particle follows a wherefo is the value off for which the angular focusing
° straight path to the exit aperture plane, assuming no condition is satisfied. For double focusing,
a fringing field effect. The displacement of the intercept Dpe - Dp,
	 or	 roe = ro(1 + fo)/(1 +f02).	 (10)point from the point of central ion trajectory at the exit
b aperture plane is then expressed as The mean radius of the electrostatic analyzer, roE,;t ranges from 1.Oro forfo = 0-1.207ro forfo ='21 /2 .  Thus,
" }}E dP (6) the mass spectrometer can be made double focusing indo a energy and angle at a selected combination of ion mass
where /, is the image distance and 4) is the field sector and energy by adjusting the radius of the electrostatic
angle. analyzer within the limits with respect to that of the
Equation (5) is used to evaluate D, and the resultant E x B analyzer.Even for an instrument with postacceleration (an
terms are grouped to represent effects of various sources acceleration potential is applied between the electro-
t of dispersions as static and E X B analyzers), the angular focusing condi-
D = Do + Dp + Dd tion previously discussed is still applicable as the two
n
a[ro/k - l,lok/ro) sinks + (lo + / j ) cosk(b] component analyzers are operating independently 'toachieve angular focusing as a complete instrument. The
1 + p(1 +f + elp)[(lilk) sinkfi + ro/k )(1 - cosk4^(	 s	 )] amount of angular 	 p	 ' l  dis ersion at other than the focusing
condition becomes smaller for the instrument with post-
t li + d[cosk	 - (Irk/ro) sink4>l.	 (7) acceleration, especially for ions whose initial energies
i ! Da is the dispersion due to the angular divergence at the
prior to acceleration are less than those gained by the
entrance aperture, while Do results from the deviation postacceleration. As explained in the previous section,
w of ion velocity and mass from those of the central tra- the acceleration is required to accomplish' a wide dy-
i jectory ion. The last term is the magnification effect of namic range of operation (from a few Me to tens of
hn- the ion optics. For first order angular focusing (Do = 0), thousands of Me) without the benefit of an electro-
the terms inside the first bracket should reduce to zero, magnet by raising the minimum energy of the ions to the
or level required by the permanent magnet. In contrast to'
' (11 + lo)l(rolk'+ 1 1 10 k1ro) _ -tank4).	 (8) postacceleration, a preacceleration scheme (applying
acceleration before the ions are introduced into the
° f For example, for a purely electrostatic cylindrical electrostatic analyzer) required an additional analyzer
F
_.
analyzer with /1
 = to = 0, angular focusing occurs when- (a Retarding Potential Analyzer) for low -energy ions,
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addingto the complexity of the basic instrument. The prototype was built and calibrated in the laboratory. The
double-focusing characteristic is also obtained in the in- calibration results are discussed in the next section. The
strument with postacceleration, but at a different value instrument utilizes two ion channels which enable us
of r.E from that of an otherwise identical preaccelera- to collect data at twice the speed of a !tingle-channel
a tion instrument. In the limiting case for which the initial device. The two channels are in a nester configuration,
ion energy per charge is much higher than the energy so that the additional weight and volume amounts to
' gained by the postaccele ration, a similar double-focus- only a fraction of those fora single channel instrument.
ing condition applies to both. For low-energy, low-mass Five major functional units make up the physical struc-
.	 ? ions, the angular focusing occurs near ¢ = 7r/2 in deflec- lure of the instrument excluding the electronics system.
tion angle as all the ions are essentially monoenergetic These- units include the front aperture, the electro-
and parallel in motion when introduced into the E x B static analyzer unit, the intermediate aperture, the E x A
analyzer. This angle is smaller than the minimum pos.- analyzer unit, and the exit aperture/detector unit.
' Bible angle of 7r/2112 for angular focusing of an E x B
y '" analyzer. In other words, there is a lower limit in energy A. Front aperture
for which the douiule focusing occurs for such an instru-
ment. This limit, however, does not necessarily degrade The. front aperture unit works as a mechanical limiter
the mass resolution of the instrument at low energies of the viewing angle of the instrument. The unit consists
since the angular dispersion becomes very small for the of a four-stage baffle and a grounded grid which shields
same low-energy level. ions from the electrostatic leakage field of the deflection
The preceding discussions were verified through ray-, plates. The last two baffles are machined to exact open-
;	 ..	 I r tracing calculations on a computer graphics terminal. ing slit sizes (2.5 x 120 mm) and viewing angles (±10*
The design of the instrument was initially based on the azimuthal x ±12° polar) and are biased to a slightly
results obtained from the simulation. Details of the in- positive potential with respect to the instrument body to
strument are given in the following section. repel ions of energies lower than the design limit. Par-
ticles within the viewing angle and direction are intro-
II. INSTRUMENTATION duced into the two , cylindrical electrostatic analyzer
Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing of the instrument channels with little disturbance from the front. aperture
with cross-sectional plane parallel to the base plate. The as there is only one grid of high transparency (s91 %).
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a. Electrostatic analyzer OF POOR QUALITY	 D. E x 8 analyzer unit
The two channels of the electrostatic analyzer have The energy-filtered, postaccclerated ions are intro-
mean radii of 6.92 and 8,92 ca m each for inner and outer duccd into the two channels of E x li< analyzer unit.
channels, respectively. The ratio of plate separation to The unit consists of a magnet assembly and two sets of
mean radius (Ar/r„) of a channel is set the same for both electrostatic deflection plates, The magnet assembly
' of the channels to have,the same energy resolution since uses two SmCob permanent magnets, pole shoes, and a
AEIE a Ar1r4 in a first-order approximation, The same ° yoke system which completely encloses the magnetic
Ar/ro ratio for both channels also results in ions of the field region, except for the aperture openings at the inlet
same mean energy being deflected through the central and outlet, The entire E x E analyzer unit is biased to
radii of the two channels, thus facilitating direct com-
—3400 V from the instrumett body for postacceleration.
parison of data between the two even when a common The initial yoke design was verified by a two-dimen-
power supply is used for both.. sional maguetostatic computer code to achieve uniform
! The sector angles of the two analyzer channels are flux density inside the field region at minimum weight
both 112°. Equation (8) demands that the sum of the and low-leakage flux. The complete analyzer unit weighs
image and object distances be different between the two . 2,8 kg in the present design, where elaborate machining
channels if the same sector angle is used for both. For was avoided for simplicity. The magnet weight can be
practical reasons,
ins
by further trim-
distance of 1.0 cm
	
used for the two channels. The top m ng of the yoke The magnets generate an average flux
and bottom edges of the deflection plates are machined density of 1330 G in a 3.0 em gap between pole shoes,
to have blunt ribs with circular cross sections. This fea- and the maximum flux density change within the volume
ture helps to maintain the mechanical rigidity of the thin of the channel is approximately 1% of the average'value
aluminum deflection plates and also to reduce the elec- excepi for the regions near the entratice and exit sides 4
trostatic fringing field effect near the edges. The plates of the channels, where a fringing field effect arises.
are mounted on the base plate and top plate of the hous- The magnetic leakage was measured at not more than
ing through KcI=F insulating mounts. The internal area 0.75 G at 10 cm from the surface of the magnet yoke in
of the deflection plates, which is exposed to the chamiel, any direction. Further reduction in leakage to less than I
is gold blackened for the effective absorption of ener- 1 y at 1 m seem§ easily obtainable if a high-µ foil is used,
getic photons and the prevention of multiple ion scat- for shielding around the yoke. The sector angle defined
tering, both of which can cause high background count. by the physical boundary of the magnets was selected a
The gold black is obtained through carefully controlled through computer programming of the beam trajectory
evaporation of gold in a vacuum chamber with back- calculation, and was set at 123°, which is the same for
filled gas (98% N2 and 2% 02) maintained at a pressure the electrostatic deflection plates mounted between the
of —2 Torr. The common practice of serrating the inter- magnet pole shoes. This angle is chosen to have angular
nal surface of the deflection plates is omitted for ease of focusing ' condition at a value of f near unity, corre-
machining in the prototype instrument. sponding to essentially electrostatic deflection of inns
' of heavy mass and/or high energy. Considering that the
C.	 Intermediate aperture angular focusing of a purely electrostatic analyzer with
cylindrical geometry is achieved at fi = ?r/2 112 if the
Energy-selected ions from the electrostatic analyzers object and image distances are zero, it is clear that the
are angularly focused to a- pair of -grounded inter- E x B analyzer with 123 0 sector angle and 1.5 cm object.
mediate apertures of widths 3 and 4 mm for inner and and image distances will satisfy focusing conditions'
outer channels, respectively. The intermediate aperture when the electrostatic deflection force is perdominant
selects ions within a predefined energy bandwidth and over the magnetic force.
then passes them to the postacceleration region between With the same object and image distances for both
'
the grounded plane and another set of matching aper- channels, the angular focusing occurs at f = 0.75 and
tures located on the E x B' analyzer unit. The post- 0.82 for inner and outer channels, respectively, if *no
acceleration potential should add enough energy to the fringing field effect is considered. The mean radii of in-
ions (-3400 eVle for the prototype) to guide the lightest ner and outer channels are 6.0 and 8.0 cm, respectively.
ion (H+) through the inner channel at the given radius The fringing field of the magnet assembly was measured
and flux density of the E x B analyzer. The intermediate in situ, and the effect ' was calculated for various ion-
aperture unit also includes a channel electron multiplier energy and mass combinations. For a 3.0 keV H+ ion,
as an ion detector, which is located against the inner the magnetic fringing field effect works' as if the field
channel of the electrostatic analyzer, but vertically offset boundary is approximately 0.3 cm beyond the pole
y from the main aperture slit. This detector is used as an shoes, and the virtual field sector angle becomes 128.7°
` energy monitor which measures the energy distributions in contrast to the physical magnet sector angle of 123°.
of the total ion population. , All aperture openings have The electrostatic deflection plates in the 	 x B analyzer
beveled knife edges to reduce any off-angle scattering of unit are machined and gold blackened as described
! particles. above for the energy analyzer plates.
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FIG, S. Calibration data from the
dual-channel FIMS of cylindrical
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E.' Exit aperture and detector unit 111. INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
The exit apertures are located at 1.5 cm from the field' The calibration of the instrument has been performed
sector boundary, and are :composed of two layers of using an ion accelerator facility at Los Alamos Scien-
baffles and a set of two limiting slits on a soft -iron plate. tific Laboratory. The accelerator main chamber contains
The plate forms part of a magnetic yoke system which a gir tballed platform on which the instrument is mounted.
completely encloses the magnetic field region, minimiz- Ions are generated by a' duo -plasmatron type gun, and
in$ the leakage flux. Ions with selected mass -per-charge are postaccelerated to a desired energy level. A mass-
emerge from the apertures and are detected by two high Selecting magnet is set between the gun and the flight
-
s count rate ( =,5 MHz) channel electron multipliers tube of approximately 3 in
	 length. The beam intensity'
s
'(CEM's) set against the apertures. The CEM (Galileo and cross sectional distribution are monitored by a set of
Electro—Optics' 4800 Series) has an input cone of electron multipliers inside the main chamber next to the
rectangular (6 x 20 mm) %,jpening, which is larger than beam opening. The chamber is pumped by a combination
the exit aperture slit sizes. The bias voltage is individ- of ion and turbomolecular pumps to a low 10'6
 Torr
r wally adjusted to achieve a gain of —I x 10 0 1 and ranges range in pressure. Calibration parameters include the ion 	 j
from' 2200-- 2700 V. The bias voltage of the CEM ' s is species, energy, the orientation of the instruments in'
i obtained from the postacceleration potential of the two angles, electrostatic analyzer plate voltages, and the
E st B analyzer unit, thus eliminating the use of an extra E x B analyzer plate voltages to determine the energy
power
.
 supply. Different types of material are being con- and mass resolutions, viewing angles, and deflection
E sidered for the shielding of CEM 's against penetrating sensitivity of the electrostatic plates, The instrument
high-energy radiation, including gold and polyethylene response to ions of isotropic distribution is simulated
' combinations. by integrating the data over all angle and energy settings
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INNER MASS CHANNELOF POOR QUAI.I The spherical analyzer transforms ion flow such that
small area-wide polar angle flux at the inlet aperture con-
verls itself to a large area--parallel flux at the exit aper-E"•' 
• er•vt.,H•f 	 lure after the particles have traced out great circle
trajectories of 90° in deflection. As before, the particles
emerging from the exit aperture are introduced into the
E x 1) analyzer channels for mass analysis, Since the
exit positions of parallel particle trajectories correlate
uniquely to the particle inlet angles, and the relative
positions of particles are conserved in the E x Q analyzer
where there is no force in z-direction, the original par-
ticle inlet angle can be recovered at the detector plane
if a position sensitive detector i5 used. A microchannel
plate with resistive anode appears the most promising
candidate for the detector while an array of channel
POLAR ANGLE
FIG. 6, The response curve in polar viewing angles for a spherical
electrostatic and cylindrical 9 x B analyzer combination.
of the instrument, Figure 5 shows some of the data
obtained using 4.7 keV/e H+ and H2+ ions on the inner
channel. The two mass peaks show resolutions (AM/M)
of —0.15 for H+ and 0.25 for H2+ at FWHM. The resolu-
tion gets better than 0.1 for H+ ions of energies below
1.0 keV.	 ,
The outer channel calibration data at ion energy of 1.0
keV/e are given in "Fig. 5(b). Only He+ and heavier ions
were used in the calibration of the outer channel The
separation of peaks between N ++/O++'group and N+/O+
group ions is large enough for unambiguous identifica-
tion, which is true for energies up to and above 10
keV)e, The instrument viewing angles vary with the
change of ion energies, but generally range between
±5* and ±8° for both polar and azimuthal angles. The
energy resolution is quite uniform over entire energy
range, and is typically about 7 %. The geometric factor,
slightly dependent on the ion energies, is estimated at
—I x 10'' cmz-ster (AE/E).
IV. USE OF SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC
ANALYZER IN COMBINATION WITH
CYLINDRICAL E x B ANALYZER
I 	 On a spin -stabilized satellite, an instrument with its .
viewing direction perpendicular to the spin axis can scan i
the whole 47r steradian solid angle per spin if the viewing
{ angle on a plane including the spin axis is 180". It is thus
tt very advantageous to develop an instrument which has
F an extra large viewing angle in at least one plane with an ENERGY ANALYZER
ability to resolve the angular response. The mass spec- MEAN RADIUS --' 0100
Arometer discussed in preceding sections has viewing
PLATE GAP -
SECTOR ANGLE-
0.003
89
;Angles in both polar and azimuthal directions of between
±5° and :t8°, while a wider angular acceptance is often MEAN RADIUS -
MASS ANALYZER
0.07
desirable. A modified mass spectrometer has been PLATE GAP -SECTOR ANGLE -
0.007
120
developed to meet this objective through the use of a
spherical electrostatic energy analyzer as shown in Fig. M/O OF THE ION - 10
;j 2. The spherical analyzer has a 90° deflection angle in the
INPUT POS. -
INPUT ENERGY
	
1020
E. lane of trajectory and 	 apex of the l'A of a sphere isP	 ^	 ^'  th	 p	 p FIG. 7. 'Ray tracing of 	 in a spherical electrostatic and cylindrical {.
used for particle inlet aperture. E x B analyzer combination. a
254	 Rev. SCL lnstrum., Vow No. 2, F^Wusry 1981 =
^.._	 ^.
Mass spectrometer for apace Zi4
electron multipliers could also be used, A prototype of
the instrument combining 96° spherical electrostatic
analyzer with a cylindrical E x B analyzer was chosen
to verify the feasibility of the novel idea. 96° deflection
angle was selected in the prototype device to have focus-
ing in polar angles to a point detector located beyond
the exit aperture of E x B analyzer. The calibration
data shown in Fig. 6 shows the wide (34° at FWHM)
angle of acceptance in polar angle.
It was also verified that the mass resolutions of the
spectrometer with such configuration was quite com-
parable to those of cylindrical geometry. The magnetic
field sector angle must be changed from that of the
cylindrical configuration since the ions incident on
E Y. B analyzer are all parallel in the plane of deflection
(azimuthal angle). The initial angular focusing (in the
deflection plane) occurs at a deflection angle between
7r/23 12 and 7r/2 for the parallel ions, which makes theJ B x difactor too small to differentiate high AMU ions.
A sample run of trajectory calculations is given in Fig. 7.
The previously mentioned postacceleration still applies
to the new scheme with the similar effects, raising, the
minimum energy of ions before being analyzed in the
E x B unit and also straightening the ion trajectories 	 a
for less angular spread.
3
V. DISCUSSIONS
The use of cylindrical cle
lyzers in space-borne ion rn
to the achievement of high n
ion energy ranges. Furtherj	 made possible by the use of r
ALA ...1,...,:.... ..r ..,......,.._t.._..
,	
Yl	
J
up to 34° FWHM response angle with slightly reduced
geometric factor when the name magnet was used initic and E x A ana-	 r
s has led	 both, It can also provide angular resolutions In polarectrometer	
^
solutions over wide angles if a position sensitive detector is_used on the exit
,vements have been 	 aperture plane.
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III. FLIGHT UNIT CONSTRUCTION
The two FIMS flight instruments were constructed in the laboratories of
the Department of Space Sciences at Southwest Research Institute during the
period of June through September 1981. A considerable amount of the flight
unit construction was performed in clean room facilities owing to the sensiti-
vity of the solid state detectors_ to contamination from airborne particulate
and vapor contaminants. Figures 3 and 4 are photographs of the FIMS A and B
flight units.
Appendices A and B of this report contain complete hardware and software
reference manuals for the two flight instruments. It will be noticed that the
instruments each have an associated Central Electronics Package (CEP) which
provides control and data acquisition services for the spectrometers. The CEP
associated with the FIMS A instrument was constructed primarily from wide-
temperature CMOS digital circuitry. The system consisted of three primary
subsystems - the channeltron scalers, parallel-to-aerial converters, and the
programmable ,power supply (PPS) controllers. The output of each of the three
FIMS A channeltrons was connected to a 16-bit linear accumulator. All three
sets of accumulators employed tri-state output buffers so that a single common
data bus could be constructed from their commonly connected outputs.
This data bus, in turn, was connected to a single, 16-bit parallel-to-
serial converter. The parallel-to-serial converter was used to format chan-
neltron (and PPS command) data for subsequent transmission to the CENTAUR
rocket's P.C.M. telemetry encoder. Control of the PPS's was provided by a
PROM-stored sequence digital controller. At the P.C.M. system's minor frame
rate, a binary counter within the PPS controller was incremented. The count-
ers' output was used to form an effective address into the stored PPS command
word table. Two such circuits were utilized, one each for the mass and energy
programmable high-voltage power supplies. This rather simple procedure en-
sured that the power supply step levels were synchronized with the telemetry
system's clock.
The CEP for FIMS B was a microprocessor-based system. As shown in the
schematic diagrams contained in Appendix B, the FIMS-B controller was con-
structed from a few LSI microprocessor components. The system used an 8085
microprocessor with software stored in a single 8755 PROM/peripheral interface
adaptor chip. The interface to the microchannel plate detector electronics
was made through one of the parallel I/O ports on an 8155 RAM/I/O/timer chip.
A "ready" flag from the microchannel plate electronics was used to strobe data
into the 8155 and to interrupt the 8085.
III-$
The function of the FIMS S microprocessor system was similar to that of a
conventional laboratory multi-channel analyzer. Two 64-channel data memories
were maintained by the system during spectrometer operation. As the detector
electronics strobed its 7-bit wide digital data word into the 8155, the inter-
rupted 8085 would read this data word as a pointer into data memory. The data
wordd pointed to would then be incremented by one.
Seperate interrupts were routed to the 8085 from the P.C.H. system's
minor and major frame rate clocks. These additional interrupts were used to
increment 8085 internal registers which, in turn, were used as pointers into a
table of PPS command words. In a manner analogous to that of the FIMS A CEP,
the FIMS 8 CEP was able to use the P.C.M. clock-interrupts just described to
synchronize its PPS settings to telemetry timing. Measurements stored in the
data memory were sent to the telemetry system through simple 8-bit shift
registers.
The two FIMS instruments, each equipped with a pair of programmable high
voltage power supplies and a central electronics package, were integrated into
their respective rocket payloads in early September, 1981. After a brief ser-
ies of ,interface tests with the rockets' systems, both instruments were turned.
over to the payload integrator on 13 September 1981.
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IV. FLIGHT UNIT CALIBRATI'CN'
The FIMS A and FIMS B flight units were calibrated in the SwRI RADJAC
(Right Angle Deflecting Ion Accelerator) system in September 1481. A photo-
graph of the calibration system appears in Figure 5, and a schematic diagram
of its operation is shown in Figure 6. Close-up views of the ion generation
system appear in Figure 7. The system is fully computer-automated except for
the ion generator, which requires some manual settings. Automation is accom-
plished with a Hewlett-Packard 2113E minicomputer, which communicates with the
calibration system, and the instrument under test, through a CAMAC interface
system. This system controls the beam energy, the orientation of the instru-
ment relative to the beam axis, and the various deflection potentials required
in the instrument, while acquiring and storing the output data. An example of
the excellent mass discrimination obtained with the mass spectrometer that is
part of the ion accelerator is shown in Figure 8, in which relative beam cur-
'
	
	 rent is plotted against the magnetic field produced by the 90 0 deflection Sys-
tem electromagnet. Purely electrostatic deflection can also be employed when
.,	
a mixture of beam masses is desired.
k
An example of the calibration data acquired with the FIMS B instrument in
a beam of N2 ions is shown in Figure 9. Literally hundreds of such plots were
required to characterize the response of the instrument for the full range of
parameters over which it operated.
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aV. PLIGHT INTEGRATION
The two FIMS instruments were delivered to the payload integrator at SwRI
in early September, 1981. Figures 10 and 11 show the locations within each of
the two payloads where the instruments were mounted. The entrance apertures
of the instruments were oriented 30 0 up from the X-Y plane as shown in Fig 10.
After a brief "fit check", the instruments underwent a series of inter-
face-tests with the rockets' telemetry and power systems. only one minor
change had to be made in the rockets' telemetry format for the FIMS A instru-
ment in order to accommodate a minor design problem with the instrument's con-
troller. Neither instrument seemed to be sensitive to EMI generated by other
instruments or by the rockets' systems (i.e. scan platform) during ground
testing, although FIMS B did encounter some EMI problems in flight from the
scan platform.
Once the two payloads were checked out they were shipped from SwRI to the
Goddard Space Flight Center. Arriving at GSFC on 18 September, the payloads
were subjected to the usual series of integration and environmental tests.
The payloads were later shipped to the NASA Wallops Island Tracking Station
where the final assembly of the rockets took place and the integrated systems
awaited shipment to Cape Perry, N.W.T., Canada.
The expedit.-on arrived at Cape Perry on 18 November 1981 and began making
immediate arrangements for flight. During the preparations for flight no
problems were experienced with either of the two FIMS instruments. The rocket
carrying FIMS , B (X35.001) was launched on 2 December 1981 at 01:38:01 local
time. Telemetry records showed nominal performance from the microprocessor-
based controller at launch and throughout the remainder of the flight. High
voltage was applied to the instrument approximately 122 seconds after launch.
Monitor circuits on the outputs of the programmable high-voltage power sup-
plies reported normal performance for both supplies. The rocket was at appro-
ximately 600,000 ft4 altitude when high voltage was applied. Telemetry re-
cords indicate normal behavior of all instrument systems for the remainder of
the flight.
The rocket bearing the FIMS A instrument (X35.002) was launched on 13
December 1981 at 22:54:25 local time. Again telemetry records showed normal
behavior of all instrument systems throughout the flight. High voltage was
applied to the instrument at approximately 121 seconds after launch. No signs
of high voltage-breakdown were seen in telemetry data records for the duration
of the flight. Neither of the two rockets was recovered following flight.
;rt
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VI- DATA ANALYSIS
Analysis of data from the two Project CENTAUR sounding rockets is being
performed on the SwRI Space Sciences Data Analysis facility. The primary com-
putattonal system is the VAX 11/750 CPU with 120 MB disk and tape drive that
were partially funded through this contrct. Data display is being performed
on our Chromatics CG 7900 color graphics system, which, for this application,
is employed as a terminal to the VAX 11/750.
Up to this time only cursory examinations of the data have been per-
formed, since the VAX system has only recently been placed into operation.
Detailed data analysis will be performed over the next six months and the
results will then be published in appropriate journals. In particular, the
Canadian Journal of Physics plans to have a special issue on Project CENTAUR,
and one or more papers on the FIMS results will be submitted.
Examples of the FIMS data displays now being generated are shown in Fig-
ures 12 and 13. In Figure 12 data from FIMS B for a segment of the flight of
the first CENTAUR payload are presented in spectrogram format as follows. In
the top panel, count rates are displayed as grey-scale intensi-ties versus	 -
angular channel number (vertical scale) and time (horizontal scale). Plotted
below the spectrogram are the mass analyzer program power supply (PPS) steps,
the energy analyzer PPS steps (both positive and ne3ative), and the payload
magnetometer data. Since the payload was oriented
nearly along B, the FIMS B channels sampled nearly constant pitch angles in
the range of 30 0 to 60 0 . Note in Figure 12 that each of the 16 energy steps
are held constant while a mass sweep is made, and that a complete energy-mass
cycle requires approximately 20 seconds.
In the spectrogram at the top of Figure 12, where a few of the angular
channels for each of the two FIMS B mass channels are plotted as grey-scale
intensities, multiple and distinct mass peaks are seen for nearly every mass
analyzer PPS sweep. However,_ one noisy angular channel is apparent in the
lower of the two traces, and this particular channel. will have to be disre-
garded in subsequent analyses.
in Figure 13 the FIMS B data are plotted in a different format, but with
the same information content as in Figure 12. In these figures each 20-second
segment of data is plotted with mass step on the horizontal axis, total count
rate for all angular channels on the vertical axis, and energy on the 3rd (or
depth) axis. Each energy "plane" is coded in a different color to aid in its
identification. The effect of the one noisy angular channel appears as the
high baseline or "plateau" that appears on all traces. Although this noisy
channel became quiet later in the flight, it does not affect the quality of
the data from the other,
 31 channels. The distinct mass peaks, which we iden
tify as H+ , He++ , and at times 0+ , are easily seen is the plots of Figure 13.
These plots, and similar ones for FIMS A, will be the primarymeans of initial
scanning of the data, which will, then be followed by the required detailed
analysis and interpretation.
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I.	 INTRODUCTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
This document provides a single location for all pertinent FIMs
operational, calibration and repair information. It is hoped that this
document will be of assistance in the field operation of the Flw.S instru-
ment should any problems arise with the instrument integrated onto its
launch vehicle. Sufficient information is contained herein to trouble-
shoot the instrument should the occasion arise. All test and calibration
records will be kept in this document as well.
The second purpose of this document is to aid in the development of
future generations of similar ion mass spectrometers. The experience
gained in the laboratory and the field with the FIMS A instrument
will be of critical assistance in the development of similar instruments
for the OPEN program or for other sounding racket applications.
The introductory section of this document contains a copy of a paper
published in the Review of Scientific Instruments which describes in some
detail the geometry of the analyzer sections of the FIMS-A and FIMS-H
instruments. As is described jn this paper, the primary difference between
FIMS-A and FIMS -a is in the area of the electrostatic energy analyzer and
in the detectors used. The nomenclature "FIMS-A" refers to that instru-
ment which uses the cylindrical energy analyzer and an array of three
.channel electron multipliers. The "FIMS-8" instrument uses a spherical
energy analyzer and a microchannel plate array with resistive anodes. The
Central Electronics Packages for the two instruments are also different.
The FIMS-A instrument will be flown for the first time on the A rocket
payload of the two payloads produced by the SwRI Department of Space
Sciences durij,*q the summer of 1981.
This document will serve as a combination Desi specification and
Instrument Log Book and should be kept with the FTMSB instrument at all
times. Figures I-1 and 1-2 are pictures of the fully assembled FIMS A
instrument. Figure I-3 is a block diagram of the total instrument system.
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II. QUICK-LOOK, TEST INFORMATION
of POOR QUALITY
This section presents a short, summary of the data produced by the
FITS A instrument, the telemetry locations for these data sources and the
procedures to be used to stimulate the various sections of the instrument
to obtain responses viewable on PCM telemetry. Table I shows a list of
the FIMS A data channels, their respective telemetry word locations and
word lengths.
To describe the expected responses, via PCM, of the FIMS A instru-
ment it will be assumed initially that the instrument is operating with
only its low voltages and without the externally applied stimulus to its
test input connectors. At the onset of power to the FIMS Central Electronics
Package, the controllers contained therein will begin to produce stepping
counts to the two programmable power supplies. These two 9-bit digital
words (S31 and S31" are located in word 8, frame 19 and word 9, frame 20,
respectively. Figure 1 is an example strip-chart recording of the output
of the S31 data channel. The data contained in this channel is produced
by the energy analyzer PPS command words, The stepping rate for this word
is approximately 1 step/second. It should be noted that Figure 1 is a strip
chart recording made with the deflection calibrated for 10 counts/major
division. Since the strip chart recorders used in the PCM ground station
are normally calibrated for a deflection of approximately 100 counts/major
division, the recorder must be recalibrated using the PCM simulator if an
exact correspondence is to be obtained with Figure 1.- Such exactness is
not necessary for routine operations and a general waveform analysis will
be considered adequate.
Telemetry channel S32 corresponds to the mass analyzer program.;power
supply command words. S.32 is located in word 9, frame 20 and this 9-bit
value range from a minimum of zero counts to a maximum of 63 counts.
Figure 2 is an example strip chart recording of the waveforms produced by
the Central Electronics Package under normal operation. The mass
analyzer commands steps at a rate of 1/major frame-, or approximately 1
step every 25 milliseconds. Figure 2 is a copy of a stripchart recording
made with the deflection sensitivity again set for 10 counts/division.
The stripchart recorder speed was''25 mm/sec.
The FIMS A instrument produces a total of 5 channels of serial/digital
data and 3 channels of analog data. At the onset of low voltage power
only, only the S31 and S32 channels will show any information. Channels 28,
2;9, and 30 serial/digital words are derived from the instrument scalers
and without high voltage being-operated, no counts will appear in these
channels. Likewise, analog channels 38, 39 and 40, corresponding to the
float potential monitor, energy analyzer program power supply positive
monitor and energy analyzer program power supply negative voltage monitor,
will show 0 readings initially.
During the execution of a signal input test to the FIMS A instrument,
which is described in the next sectionof this document, count values will
begin to appear at serial data channels 28, 29 or 30, depending upon which
input is being stimulated. It should be noted that all three of these
channels are 18 bit words with the second of the two words in each case
i
JIM.
2
corresponding to the 9 least significant bits of the count. Serial
channel 28 (S28) contains the 18-bit digital count from the energy ana-
lyzer. Channel S29 corresponds to the outer mass channel (MAl). The third
channel, S30, is used by the inner or second mass analyzer channel. As
stated earlier, all three of these serial/digital channels are 18 bits
in length. The S31 and $; 2 : channels are 9 bits each. As the test input
stimulus is applied to the energy analyzer input, word no. 3 of frame 7
will begin to show counts. Word 2 of frame 7, corresponds to the nine
most significant bits of this scaler word. If the setup test procedure
for the input signal test is followed properly, it should be possible to
see the counts building up as the pulse repetition rate is increased for
the energy analyzer input by • ►iewing words 2 and 3 of frame 7. If the
test input is applied to mar, analyzer channel 1 0 '(S29), counts will
begin to appear in words 2 y id 3 of frame 23. Again, word 3 of frame 23
is the least significant 9-bits of the 18-bit word. Finally, as counts
are applied to the mass analyzer channel 2, (s30), counts will begin to
appear in words 8 and 9 of frame 3 with word 9 representing the 9 least
significant bits of the 18-bit scaler. The procedure described in the next
section of this document should produce a count of approximately 2300 counts
in the 18-bit scaler words.
When high voltage is applied to the FIMS instrument by turning the
timed 28V switch on, the three analog data channels will respond. Analog
channel 38, corresponding to the float potential monitor, is located in
word 7, frame 23. This monitor will assume an output of approximately
3.2 volts with the onset of high voltage. There should be no modulation
on this channel since it represents the output of the PICO-PAK high vol-
tage power supply and is not programmable. Analog channel 39, word 6,
frame 27, corresponds to the positive output of the energy analyzer
program power supply ..and its output can be seen stepping at the same rate
as the digital word described earlier in channel S31. The output range for
this monitor will be 0 - 2.4 volts. The third analog output from the FIMS A
instrument is located in analog channel 40, word 6, frame 19, and it repre-
sents the analog output of the negative voltage monitor from the energy
analyzer program power supply. It will also step at the same rate as
analog channel 39 and its outputs should be of the same magnitude as
channel 39 (word 6, frame 27). Only when high voltage is applied and the
externally applied stimulus is connected will data be seen on all three
analog and three of the five digital channels. Again, with low voltage
only applied to the instruments, only channels S31 (word'8, frame 19) and
channel S3^ , (word 9, frame 20) will show any counts. Figures 1 and 2 are
examples o the waveforms which should be obtained from these two digital
data channels with a stripchart recorder properly calibrated for 10 counts/
major division.
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FIGURE '17-2	 1 A,
TABLE II-1
FIMS A PCM DATA MATRIX LOCATIONS
Digital Serial Data
Signal Name Word Length	 Matrix No. Word Frame
Energy Analyzer 18 bit	 S28 2 and 3 7
Data
Mass Analyzer 18 bit	 S29 2 and 3 23
Data No. I (inner)
Mass Analyzer 18 bit	 S30 8 and 9 3
Data No. 2 (outer)
EA PPS Step No. 9 bit
	
S31 8 19
MA PPS Step No. 9 bit	 S32 9 20
Analog Data
Signal Name Voltage Level 	 Matrix No.	 Word Frame
Float Potential N3. 2V A38 7 23
('-HVPS)
EA PPS + HV 0%,2. 5V A39 6 27
Monitor
FA PPS -NV NO -F;V A40 6 19
DATA MATRIX
BIT RATE	 200 KBIT/SEC -*. Sy SEC/BIT
WORD RATE
	
20 KWORDS/SEC '} 0.05 M SEC/WORD
WORD SIZE
	 9 BITS + 1 PARITY BIT = 10 BITS
SUB FRAME RATE	 1250 SF/SEC + 0.8 MSEC/SUB FRAME
NATN FRAMF	 ,r._/ r• s m •	 ••	 '---
S30 S30
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III.. SIGNAL INPUT TEST PROCEDURE
The following equipment will be needed to perform the signal input
test of the FIMS A instrument.:
1. A pulser or function generator capable of producing IV negative
going pulses, approximately 50 ne wide into a 50 ohm termination.
t	 `
?e ^
a
2. Two variable Hp 355 VHF attenautors.
3. An oscilloscope with performance capable of accurately
demonstrating the 50 ns negative -going waveform produced
by the pulser.
4. Four lengths of coaxial cable, each terminated with a
male BNC type connector.
5. A 50 ohm terminator contained in a standard BNC connector
shell.
6. A short length of coaxial cable with a BNC on one end and a
SEIECTRO No. 51 -424 -3188 connector on the other end.
To perform the signal input tests, Perform the following steps:
1. Connect the output of the pulser t!o the input of the oscilloscope,
through a BNC "T", the other side of which is connected to the
50 ohm termination.
2. Adjust the output of the pulser as viewed on the oscilloscope
to produce a negative-going pulse approximately 1V in amplitude,
50 ns wide, with a 20 ns fall time, a 20 ns baseline time and a
20 ns rise time. The baseline voltage for this waveform should
be 0 V, with the peak amplitude of -1 V.
3. With the pulser adjusted for the proper parameters to produce
the waveform described, install the FIMS test cable described
earlier and set the pulse repetition rate to approximately
100,000 pulses/second.
4. Set the HP attenuators in such a manner that an attenuation of
approximately 29 dB is obtained. If no counts are seen in TM,
lower the attenaution in 1 dB steps to a minimum level of 20 dB
until counts appear.
5. Apply low voltage to the FIMS Central Electronics Package and
observe the corresponding count rates on the telemetry channel
assigned to whichever input channel is being used on the instru-
ment. For the energy analyzer, the telemetry assignments are
words 2 and 3 of frame 7. For mass analyzer channel 1, the
telemetry assignments are words 2 and 3 of frame 23; for the
second mass analyzer channel, the telemetry assignments are
words 8 and 9 of frame 3. With the pulse repetition rate set
x2
to the value mentioned earlier, it should be possible to observe
a count of approximately midscale on both words of the 18-bit
word scaler. Since the sample period for each major frame is
23.2 ms, the 18-bit accumulator is capable of count rates of
greater than 10 ndiz.
a,
Figure 111
-1 shows the test configuration.
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IV. INSTRUMENT CAE!t'.UG INFORMATION
This section contains the wiring lists and cable pin connections which
were used in the construction of the FIMS instrument.- Any problems arising
from miswiring can be solved by referring to the original wiring lists for
the instrument.
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SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE Icoo# IV'
Number lRev. Ur. _ c1e
CONNECTOR
D050(P)
	
NMB
TITLE
FIMS "A" CEP TO INSTRUMENT & PPS ISHEET-LoF—L
FROM
CONNECTOR PIN NO, WIRE ID.
LGTH,
FT, SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN N0,
TO
CONNECTOR
P76 1 EA PPS BIT W EA-PPS-P1
I T
3 ^^	 ^^	 2 P
0 4 3 R
5 n	 4 X
6 ^^	 ,^	 5 U
" 7 RETURN M
" 8 MA PPS ANODE', BIT 0 V MA-PPS,PI
9 MA PPS CATHODE BIT W
10 IMA PPS ABODE BIT 1 T '"
11 MA PPS CATHODE BIT I A
12 MA PPS ANODE BIT 2 S
13 MA PPS CATHODE BIT 2 P
14 MA PPS ANODE BIT 3 R
" 15 MA PPS CATHODE BIT 3 1
" 16 MA PPS ANODE BIT 4 M
" 17 MA PPS CATHODE BIT 4 X
" 18 MA PPS ANODE BIT 5 U
" 19 MA PPS CATHODE BIT 5 N
20 EA PPS +V MONITOR F EA-PPS-P1
^ 21 RETURN N
" 22 lEA PPS'-V MONITOR V
23 RETURN N
" 24
25
P76 26, OF POOR QUA 
s_ FIGURE IV-2.1
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE l'o""
Number]Rft ltd. Dah
CONNECTOR
	 —
DD5O ( P) NMB
TITLE
FIMS "A" CEP TO INSTRUMENT 6 PPS SHEET?.—OF 2
FROM
CONNE TOR PIN NO. WIRE ID, LFT. SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN N0, CONNECTOR
P76 27 IMED 28V TO EA PPS. B EA-PPS-P1
28 1 CHASSIS (SHIELD) C
E
MA-PPS-P1
EA-PPS-PI29 j 28V RTN TO EA-PPS
30 TIMED 28V TO MA-PPS D MA-PPS'P1
31; 28V RTN TO MA-PPS E MA-PPS-P1
32 MA PAD NI DATA 1 FIMS P1
33 RETURN 2
" 34 MA PAD 02 DATA 15
35 RETURN 16
" 36 EA PAD DATA 4
" 37 RETURN 5 FIMS PI
of 38 SHIELD (CHASSIS) C EA—PPS-P1
Is 39 FLOAT POT. MON 20 FIMS-P1
40 RETURN 8
41 SHIELD (NO CONNECTION AT CEO, 21
42 +8V 18 • +^
" 43 -8V 19
" 44 COMMON (8V) 6
u 45 is
46 +5V 9 is
n
47 5V RETURN 10
48 TIMED 28V TO INSTRUMENT 13
" 49 28V RETURN 25
50 CHASSIS 21 FIMS-P1
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fode I D. — IbiNam	 r'	 -IROv. Ur,	 IDO- 16
CONNECTOR
P73	 (37S)
TITLE
I	 FIMS/SPS CEP ISHEET-1 OF2—FROMCONNECTOR
P73 (37S) i
I PIN NO. WIRE ID. LGTH,FT. SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN NO, *CO TOCONNECTOR
I 4v from LVPS #8 (900mA) 8 P97
of 2. COMMON (5 RET) 7
of 3 +8 VDC (5OmA) 5
to 4 -8 VDC 6
5 COMMON (8V) 12
6
-6 VDC 10
7 +6 VDC 9
8 COMMON (6V) NC
USE 8v
COMMON
9
-5 VDC 11 P97
It 10 COMMON NC
USE 8V
COMMON
10 11
(K8)
TIMED 30 VDC to FIMS HVPS 6 P93
It 12 30 V RETURN 25 P93
13 MF23 4 PlOO
14 SF24 5 P100
15 SIGNAL RTN (GND) NC
16 GATED CLOCK 9 PlOO
17 MF 23 14 P101
is SIGNAL RTN (GND) NC
19 FIMS "B" DATA S27 1 J107
20 S28 2 J107
21 CIllIG1144L PAGE Is	 S29 3 J107
22
OF p0G R QuF Its
S30 4 J107
23 1 S31 5 J107
24 S32 6 J107
It 25 DIGITAL SIGNAL RTN (GND) 7 J107
It	
1 26 FIMS ENABLE GATE
	 EG27 8 J107
F	 i',
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CONNECTOR
P73 (37S)
TITLE
FIMS/SPS
	 CEP SHEET 7 OF2_
FROM
CONNECTOR PIN N0, WIRE ID.
LGTH,
FT. SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN NQ
TO
P73 (37S) 27 ENABLE GATE
	
EG 28 9 J10
28 FIMS	 EG' 29 10
29 '"	 EG 30 11
30 "'	 EG 31 12
31 "	 EG 32 13
32 FIMS ANALOG DATA A38 38 J109
33 FIMS	 A39 39 J109
34 A40 40 J109
35 A41 41 J109
36 A42 42 J109
37 ANALOG RTN (GND) 43 J109
OMOINAL PAGE Ig
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I Number Rev. Ur.
.
Date
CONNECTOR(37S)
P74
TITLE
I	 FIMS/SPS CEP SHEET ..1 OF2_
FROM
CONNECTOR PIN NO, WIRE ID.
LGTH'
FT. SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN N0,
TO
P74(37S) 1 SPS DIGITAL DATA S12
	 (SPS) 19 J106
of 2 S13 20 to
3 "	 S14 21
4 "	 S15 22
5 S16 23
it 6 S17 24
7 S18 25
$ S19 26
If of 2 1
10 "
	 S21
it 11 S22
1 2 DIGITAL RT	 N "
" 13 ENABLE GATE EG	 12 32
14 13 32
15 143 it
^ ► 16
if 17 OF^ OR pLnY	 16 35
18
19 8
20
21
If 22 21 40 If
" 23 '22 41
24 CHASSIS
25 200 kHz CLOCK pn pinn
26 1 L I 'SIGNAL
I
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE rod
e ID. lNumber Rev, Ur. Dote
CONNECTOR
P74 (37S)
TITLE
FIMS/SPS CEP SHEET 7 OF 2—
FROM
CONNECTOR PIN NO, WIRE ID.
LGTH,
FT SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN NO,
TO
P74(37S) 27 SF 24 9 P101
28 SIGNAL RETURN NC
" 29 ANALOG DATA Al2 SPS 3 kv 12 J110
" 30 SPS 3 kv	 A13	 —3 kv 13 of
" 31 SPS	 PPS	 A14	 PPS 14
" 32 ANALOG RTN'(GND) NC
33 CHASSIS CONNECTION TO FIMS NC
" 34 SF 23 17 1`100
35 5 us GATE 21 P101
^ 36
37
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'w	 V.	 INSTRUMENT TEST RECORDS/HISTORICAL, LOG
This section of the system reference manual will be used to store
all instrument test records taken during the field test and laboratory
calibrations of the instruments. Records of shipment and installation
and removal of the instrument will be maintained in this section of the
document.
k
2t	 FIMS TEST RECORD/ HISTORICAL LOG
r
DATE
	
	
LOCATION
	
TEST DESCRIPTIONi
VI. INSTRUME14T CALIBRATION RECORDS
This section of the system reference manual contains all of the
original calibration information taken for the-FIMS A instrument. Any
subsequent calibrations or modifications to the instrument will be noted
both in this section and in the previous section.
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VII. INSTRUMENT DESIGN INFORMATION
A. Analyzer Design
The details of the design information pertinent to the energy
and mass analyzer sections of the FIMS instrument are described inssome
detail in Section I of this document. In particular, in the scientific
paper published by S. F. Hahn and J. L. Burch in the Review of Scientific
Instruments, February 1981. No further comments on the analyzer design
will be made in this section of the reference manual.	 -
1
B. CEP Design
Figures 1, 2 and 3 are the schematic diagrams of the Central	 j
Electronics Package used to control the operation of the FIMS A instrument.
As can be seen, the system consists of three circuit boards populated
almost entirely of CMOS logic with additional help from low-power Schotky
prescalers in the area of the high-speed digital accumulators. Board 1
of the three-board set contains all three digital accumulator channels
and their respective output buffer latches with tristate drivers. The
control lines to support the operation of the accumulators is provided
by a decoded state controller located on Board 2. Basically the accumu-
lators are allowed to acquire counts from their respective pulse-amplifier
f
	
	 discriminators located within the detector assembly of the instrument for
all but 3 minor frames of the telemetry format. with the receipt of an
SF 24 rising edge, the controller on Board 2 inhibits the accumulation of
counts from all three accumulators on the scaler board and transfers those
accumulated counts into the buffer-store latchets shown on the Board 1
schematic as 54C 374's. As the time arrives for the transmission of the
=C`	 accumulated count information to the telemetry system, the selected digital 	 a
r
	
	
data channel is enabled and the tri-state outputs of the octal buffer
latches are turned on, thus applying the accumulated count output to the
input of the systems one and only shift register assembly. The shift 	 1
register hardware is located on Board 2 of the set. Each of the three
accumulator channels is read out at its respective time in the PCM format.
For a period of 3 minor frames, the accumulators are disabled by the
controller on Board 2. This dead time is necessary because of the fly-
back period of the programmable power supplies used on FIMS. Since the
power supply outputs are not stable for a period of 3 minor frames, it is
desired that data counts not be accumulated during this period. As seen
in the schematic of Board 1, each accumulator channel consists of a
14-bit CMOS synchronous counter string preceded by a 4-bit LS counter.
The QA output of the first stage LS counter is brought out as the clock
p	 input to the following CMOS counters. This configuration results in the
LS counter being used as a high-speed prescaler for the CMOS counters
	 !
that follow. Since the output of the PAD amplifiers located within the
instrument are only 50 ns wide, it is not possible to apply this input
directly to the slow CMOS counters, thus the need for the LS prescaler.	 4
The board layout for Board 1 is shown as Figure 4 of this document.
Card 2 of the FIMS Central Electronics Package contains all of
the instrument controller functions as well as two erasable programmable
`	 read-only memory chips in which are stored the PPS commands for both power
sz
.r
I
E
v
•^^	
2
supplies. As seen on the schematic, the instrument controller is keyed to
the rising edge of the SF 2 4
 timing signal. Each time a transition is
seen on this line, the controller clocked by the 200 kHz clock, goes
through 7 states which are used to transfer the accumulated count data in
the scalers into their respective buffer latches, to fetch and store the
next PPS command from the erasable PROMS into low-power octal latches and
to induce the 3 minor frame delay before resumption of count accumulations
on the accumulator board. Card 2 thus contains all of the instrument
controller functions and it functions basically by keying its activities
to the rising edge of the SF 2 4 clock to perform its duty as controller
for the two PPS's and the accumulators. (Board 2 layout is Figure 5.)
Card 3 of the FIMS 8-card set contains the interface logic
used to receive the incoming signals from the PCM subsystem. As seen in
the schematic, the typical electrical interface consists of a 10K ohm
pull-up resistor and shunt, with a 100 picofarad capacitor. The line
receivers used in this application are 54C of 914's, yielding a high-noise
immunity, medium-speed interface circuit. (Fig. 6 is board 3 layout.)
The FIMS A instrument central electronics package is completely
hardware controlled; thus, only the PPS comman-ds are stored in PROM and no
other software operations are involved. Figure 7 shows component list for
the CEP.
The infra-instrument cable details for the FIMS A CEP are shown
in Figure 8 of this document. They are provided here should any changes
be necessary or construction of any additional cables be required.
C. Programmable Power Supplies
I
	
	
FIMS-A uses two programmable high voltage power supplies. Both
power supplies were constructed from the design drawings prepared by the
Goddard Space Flight Center for use on the HAPI and LRPI instruments on
the Dynamics Explorer Satellite.
A few design changes were made to the power supplies to adapt
them to the scientific and operational requirements of the FIMS/Centaur
rocketprogram. The two power supplies used by FIMS are referred to as
the energy and mass units, corresponding to the two sections of the instru-
ments analyzer. The energy supply is very similar to the standard D. E.
design. Table VII-1 shows the relationship between the 6-bit programming
code word and the high voltage output.
The mass analyzer power supply is considerably different from
the basic P.P.S. design, the principal difference being that this supply
has its high voltage output floated at the -3200 VDC bias used for the mass
;analyzer float potential. To realize this objective, a considerable
effort was invested in insulating the electronics within the supply from.
*.he chassis -grounded case of the Jrower supply. The inner surfaces of the
:ase of the power supply are lined with a fiberglass material to prevent
iigh voltage breakdown.
i	 I
3The second major change was the addition of a set of six optical
couplers to interface with the 6-bit parallel command interface to the CEP.
In summary, the mass P.P.S. has its high voltag ,a return connected to the
minus high vcyltage output of the HVPS, thus floating most of the circuits
within the supply at -3200 V. A 50-megohm resistor was placed in series
with the high voltage return line to the minus high voltage output of the
bias power supply (PICO-PAK).
The third major change was the modification of the input multi-
plexer circuit and the output voltage range. The resistor network for
' RIN and RF was changed to allow the output voltage to step from a maximum
of 982 V to a minimum of 25 V in 64 steps.
E
	 Table VII-2 shows the relationship between the 6-bit programming
G
	
code and the high-voltage output of the mass supply.
D. High Voltage Power Supper (HVPS)
The FIMS-A instrument uses a single HVPS to provide the float
potential for the mass analyzer deflection plates and the bias for the
charar,.u. electron multiplier. A standard PICO-PAK Model PP9N provides the
bia4 potential. The pages following contain specification sheets for the
unit used on FIMS-A. The high voltage output has been adjusted to -3200
VDC for this application.
E. Fims Instrument Detector Assembly
The detector assembly as shown in the introductory section contains
two (2) printed circuit boards containing the charge/preamplifiers for three
channel electron multipliers, analog-buffer circuit for monitoring the float
or bias potential and the necessary voltage divider resistor networks for	 r
the OEMs. The schematic diagram for the instrument is shown in Figure 9 and
the component parts list is sh AU% it) Figure 10.
•	 •	 Y
I.	 SPECIFICATIONS	 ORIGINAL PAGE IN t• OF POOR QUALf"
• A.	 Electrical
1. Input Voltage:	 28 ± 4 volts; negative ground.
2. Regulation:
p
' Line:	 < ± 0.4%
Load:	 (50 ti 250 mW output):
	 < ± 1.5%
• 3. Ripple:	 <0.007% peak to peak.
4. 'Output power:	 250 m1e; maximum.
5. Output voltage:	 See Table 1 below. =
6. Input current:
	
See Figure 3.
7. Temperature drift:	 < ±1% from -30°C to ±71°C i
8. Dynamic load regulation:
	 Equivalent power supply source
r
.5 MHz.impedance < 100 KQ at 1 KHz to < 1 KQ at 0.5 -
i
TABLE 1
MAX WE1f7HT IN GRAMS
' MODEL	 VOLTAGE RANGE	 Without
	 With Output
Output Protect'n
	
Protect'n(L)
PP-5
	 400-725 volts	 110	 150
PP-6	 725-1300 volts	 110	 150
PP-7	 1150-2000 volts 	 140	 3.80
PP-8	 1500-2600 volts	 140	 180
I PP-9	 2300-4000 volts	 160	 200
A "P'I or "N" i1% the model number indicates positive or
negative output polarity.
The letter "L" in the model number indicates current
Fl
h	 i	 i	
.
limited to protect against s ort-circuit or overload damage.
Example:	 PP-7-N is negative, not output protected;'
is positive, and is output short-circuit protected.
Stipple is measured with input and output returns connected.
to case.
U
^I
F
A. Electrical (Continued)
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9. Stability: After two hours operation, d rift
less than 0.1% per day.
10. Noise induced into 28 volt power line: less
than 25 millivolts across 1 ohm impedance.
11. Impedance between either input and output
returns and.case is > 10 megohms and < 100 pf.
t	 i	
.
B. Environmental
Pico -Pacs have been designed and tested to meet or
exceed the environmental conditions indicated below:
Altitude: Operational from sea level to 200,000
feet (exposure at reduced pressure
> 30 minutes).
Acceleration*: 120 g for 30 seconds - any axis.
Mechanical Shock*: 80 g, 15 milliseconds - any axis.'
Thermal Shock*: —55 0 0 to +65° C and +65° C to -55° Co,
each in less than five minutes.
F	
Sinusoidal Vibration`:
5-28 Hz, 0.55 inch double amplitude 	 2 octaves/min.
28 3000 Hz, ± 20 g any axis
Random Vibration*:
	
	 0.1 g 2/Hz, .3 Q , 20-2000 Hz,
90 seconds any axis.
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I . Num er Rev. ur. to
CONNECTOR	 50S
50 Pin Sub "D"
TITLE
FIMS "A" CEP INTERNAL WIRING ISHEET -LoF.5—
FRO
CONNECTOR PIN NO, WIRE ID,
LFT,
FT. SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN NO,
TO
CONNECTOR
J-76 1 E . A. PPS BIT B 46 J5
2 1 47
,^ 3
n
2 48
4
 3 49
u 5 4 50
.a	 5	
.
51 ^c
7 SIG RETURN 36 J6
8 I MA PPS ANODE BIT B 46
,
" 9 "	 CATHODE BIT 0 47
y 10 "	 ANODE BIT 1 48
" 11 "	 CATHODE BIT 1 49
" 12 "	 ANODE BIT 2 50
" 13 CATHODE BIT 2 51
' ► 14
a
"	 ANODE BIT 3 52
► ' 15 "	 CATHODE BIT 3 53
16 ANODE BIT 4 54
17 CATHODE BIT 4 55
18 "	 ANODE BIT 5 56
" 19 "	 CATHODE BIT 5 57
20 E.A. PPS +V MON (A39) 33 J73
" 21 RETURN 37
^ 24
" 25 ORIGINAL PAGE 18
J-76 26
FIGURE VII- .1
}1
^a
Iw
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FIGURE VII-' ' .2	 OF POOR QUALM '
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Number Rey. Lit Date
CONNECTOR ----
 50S
50 PJN Sub "D"
TITLE
FIMS "A" CEP INTERNAL WIRING SHEET -L OF. 5_
FROM
CONNECTOR PIN NO. WIRE ID.	 I
LGT.
FT . SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN NO,
TO
CONNECTOR
J76 27 TIMED 28V to EA PPS TI -
" 28 CHASSIS GND LUG
29 28V	 return to EA PPS T2 -
" 30 Timed 28V to MA PPS T1 -
J76 31 28V	 return to MA PPS T2 -
" 32 MA PAD #1 DATA 38 J5
" 33 RETURN 68
" 34 MA PAD #2 DATA 37
35 RETURN 36
36 EA PAD DATA 39
" 37 RETURN 69
" 38 CHASSIS GND LUG
39 FLOAT POT. MON. (A38) 32 J73
" 40 RETURN 37 J72
41 CHASSIS GND LUG
^ 42 +8V to INSTRUMENT 3 J73
k	 43 -8V to INSTRUMENT 4 J73
" 44 COMMON (8V) 5 J73
^ 45
" 46 +5V to INSTRUMENT 35 J7
47 5V RETURN 1 J7
48 TIMED 28V to INSTRUMENT T1
^► 49 28V RETURN T2
J76 50
J73 11 TIMED 28V from SUPPLY T1
J73 12 28V RETURN T2
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE Codlo ID.
umberIN e v . Ur. Date
CONNECTOR (37P)	 ITITLE
,
37 Pin Sub "D"	 FIMS "A" CEP ISHEET 3 OFA-FROMCONNECTOR PIN NO, WIRE ID, L FT.GTH , SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN NO, TOCONNECTOR
J73 20 FIMS DATA S28 37 J7
21 FIMS DATA S29 38
22 FIMS DATA S30 39
23 FIMS DATA S31 40
24 FIMS DATA S32 41
J73 25 SIGNAL RETURN 36
J73 27 ENABLE GATE EG28 42
28 ENABLE GATE EG29 43
29 ENABLE GATE EG30 44
30 IENABLE GATE EG31 45
31 ENABLE GATE EG32 46
of 16 GATED CLOCK 47
J3 10 200 kHz CLOCK 48
J73 17 MF 23 49
J74 27 SF 24 50
ORIGINAL RACK
OF POOR QUAL"Y
FIGURE  VII	 .3
FIGURE VII- -.4
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
d
	 ID'
Number Rev. Lfr. Date
CONNECTOR TITLE
FIMA "A" CEP I SHEETL- OF-L-
FROM
CONNECTOR PIN NO, WIRE ID. FT " SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN NO. CONNECTOR
3
n 4 4 ^r
G It	 - 11
It 6 of to
II 7 1! 7 11
11
8 11 11
of 9 "
00
"ORIGINAL PAN Ill in
OF POOR QUALITY
12 "
It 13
14 14^^
15
to 16 so of
17 is „
It 18
19 „
22 "	
_ it
It 23 it 23
It 24 It ,,...
25 " ^
J6 22
if 26 It 10
" 7 of u
It 28 It 28 J7
i SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE Coe ID. I Number lRev, Ur. Dote
CONNECTOR TITLE
FIMS "A" CEP SHEET 5 OF 5
FROM
CONNECTOR PIN NO. WIRE ID.
LGTH.
FT. SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION PIN N0.
TO
CONNECTOR
J6 29 BOARD INTERCONNECT
30 „
„ 31
32
33 33
^ 34
^ 59
^ 60 ,r
61 61 '
62 2
63  INAL PAGE 1S „
" 64 " OF
65
66 66
69 „ 69
40 40 J5
41 41
42
43 „
44
45
67
67 J7
68 „
`^	 9
	
Ll	 FIGURE VII- , .5
STEP N4. VOLTAGE LEVEL +VOA, f7M -TM .STEEP NO.
0 2500.0 V 2515 2486 5.02 4.95 0
r 1 2164.9 2179 2154 4..36 4.29 1
` 2 1874.7 1884 862 3.77 3.71 2
i 3 1623.4 1630 1611 3.26 3.21 3
4 1405.8 1442 1396 2.83 2.79 4
5 1217.4. 1223 1209 2.45 -2.41 5
6 1054.2 1061 1049 2.13 2.09 6
7 912.92 918 900 1.84 1.816 7
k 8 790.55 794 789 1.59 1.57 8
9 684.59 688 681 1-.38 1.36 9
10 592.83 $95 589 1.19 1.18 10
111 5113.37 515 510 1.03 1.02 11
12 444.56 446 442 .894 .884 12
13 384.97 386 383 .774 .766 13
14 333-.37 335 332 .672 .664 14
15 288.68 290 287 .581 .575 15
16 249.99 250 247 .500 .496 16
17 216.48 216 214 .434 .430 17
18 187.47 187 186 ' .375 .372 18
19 162.34 162 161 .324 .322 19
20 140.58 140 139 .280 .279 20
21 121.74 121 121 243 242 21
22 105.42 105 105 .210 .210 22
23' 91.288 91 90.6 .1.82 .1820 23
24 79.052 79.2 78.9 .158 .1584 24
25' 68.456 68.5 68.4 .137 .1375 25 9
26 59.281 59.2 59.2 .118 .119 26
27 51.335 51.2 51.3 .102 .103 27
28 44.454 44.3 44.5 .088 .0895 28
29 38.495 38.3 38.5 .0763 .0776 29
30 33.336 33.2 33.4 .0660 .0675 30
31 28.867 28.6 29.0 .0569 .0.585 31
; 32 24.998 25.0 24.92 5.02 4.83 32
33 21.647 21.7 26.6`1 4.35 4.18 33
34 18.746 18.78 18.7 3.76 3.61 34
35 16.233 16.26 16.2 3.25 3.12 35
36 14.057 14.10 14.04 2.82 2.70 - 36
b:. TABLE VII-1. ENERGY ANALYZER PPS STEP CODE
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
.
OF POOR QUAL"
STEP NO. VOLTAGE LEVEL +VO -VO +TM -TM .STEP NO.
37 12.173 12.20 12.16 2.44 2.33 37
38 10.541 10.6 10.56 2.12 2.02' 38;
39 9.1285 9.17 9'.13. 1.84 1.74 39ti
40 7.9049 7.94 7.90 1.59 1.,50 401
41 6.8454 6.88 6.85 1.38 1.30 41
42 5.9278. 5.95 5.93 1.195 -1.12 42
43 $.1333 5.15 5.13 1.035 0.96 43
44 4.4452 4.46 4.45 0.898 0.832 44'
45 3.8494 3.86 3.85 0.380 0.716 45
46 3.3334 3.36 3.35 0.678 0.618 46
47 2.8866 2.906 2,896 0.588 0.530 X47
48 2.4997 2.503 2,498 0.508 0.453 48'
49 2.1646 2.169 2.165 0.442 0.389 49
50 1.8745 1.876 1.874 0.384 0.333 50
51 1.6232 1.623 1.620 0.334 0.282 51
52 1.4057 1.407 1.407 0.292 0.243 52
53 1.2173 1.218 1.217 0.255 0.207 53
54 1.0541 1.057 1.056 0.223 0.176 54
55. 0.91281 0.914 0.913 0.195 0.149 55	 -
56 0.79046 0.797 0.801 0.172 0.127 56
57 0.6841 0.691 0.693 0.151 0.1067 57
5.8 0.59276 0.598 0.600 0.133 0.0890 58
59 0.51331 0.516 0.518 0.1172 0.0734 59
60 0.44450 0.448 0.452 0.1039 0.060 60
61 0.38492 0.388 0.390 0.092.1 0.0488 61
62 0.33333 0.331 0.336 0.0820 0.039 62
63 0.289 0.280 0.279 0.075 0.028 63
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
STEP RI RF V1 -VO _ +VO,, -V0 +TM -• TM
i	
1 127K 127K -7.50 -982.22 982 1982 4.91 4.903
2 120K -7.08 -926.62 934 1934 4.67 4.663
3 113K -6.67 -874.17 874 1;874 4.37 4.363
4 107K -6.30 -824.69 829 829 4.145 4.138
5 101K -5.94 -778.01 774 773 3.87 3.863
6 95K -5.60 -733.97 739 738 3.69 3.687
7 90K -5.29 -692.43 700 700 3.501 3.495
8 84K -4.99 -653.23 655 654 3.27 3.268
9 202K 127K -4.71 -616.26 619 618 3.09 3.088
10 120K -4.44 -581.38 588 588 2.94 2.937
11
_
113K -4.19 -548.47 550 550 2.75 2.748
12 107K -3.95 -517.42 522 522 2.610 2.606
13 IO1K -3.73 -488.13 487 487 2.436 2.433
14' 95K -3.52 -460.50 465 465 2.325 2.322
15 90K -3.32 -434.44 441 441 2.204 2.201
16 84K -3.13 -409.85 412.6 412.1 2..06 2.058 0
17 323K 127K -2.95 -386.65 386.1 385.6 7.928 1.926
18 120K -2.79 -364.76 367.2 366.7 1.834 1.831
19 113K -2.63 -344.12 343.5 343.0 1.715 1.713
20 107K -2.48 -324.64 325.9 325.4 1.627 1.625'
21 101K -2.34 -306.26 304.2 303.7 1.519 10517
22 95K -2.21 -288.93 290.4 289.9 1.450 1.448
23 90K -2.08 -272.57 275.3 274.8 1.374 1.373
24 84K -1.96 -257.14 257.4 256.9 1.285 1.283
25 514K 127K -1.85 -242.59 243.2 242.8 1.214 1.213
+	 26 120K -1.75 -228.86 231.4 230.9 1.155 1.153
27 113K -1.65 -215.90 216.5 216.0 1.080 1.079
i	 28 107K -1.56 -203.68 205.4 204.9 1.025 1.024
29 101K -1.47 -192.15 191.7 191.2 .956 .956
30 95K -1.38 -181.28 183.0 182.5 .913 .912
31 90K -1.31 -171.02 173.5 173.0 .865 .865
32 84K -1.23 -161.33 162.2 161.7 .809 .808
33 127K -1.16 -152.20 152.2 151.7 .759 .758
34 820K 120K --1.10 -143.59 144.8 144.2 .721 .721
35 113K -1.03 -135.46 135.5 134.9 .675 .675
36 107K =.98 -127.79 128.5 128.0 .640 .640
t TABLE VII-2.1 MASS ANALYZER PPS STEP CODE ORIGINAL
f
PAGE IS
^. OF POOJt, QUALITY
lY ^ ^
5
STEP RI RF Vi -V0 +VO.,
37 101K -.92 -120.56 120.0
38 95K -.87
-113.73 114.5
39 90K -.82
-107.30 108.6
40 84K -.77 -101.22 101.5
41 1.306M 127K -.73 -95.49 95.9
42 120K -.69
-90.09 91.3
43 113K -.65 -84.99 85.4
44 107K -.61 -80.18 81.0
45 101K -.58 -75.64 75.7
46 95K -.54
-71.36 72.2
47 90K -.51 -67.32 68.5
48 84K -.48 -63.51 64.0
49 2.082M 127K -.46 -59.91 60.2
50 120K -.43 -56.52 57.2
51 113K -.41 -53.32 53.6
52 107K -.38 -50.31 50.8
53 101K -.36
-47.46 47.5
54 95K -.34 -44.77 45.3
55 90K -.32 -42.24 43.0
56 84K -.30 -39.85 40.2
57 3.318M 127K -.29 -37.59 38.0
58 120K -.27 -35.46 36.2
59 113K -.26 -33.56 33.9
60 107K -.24 -31.56 32.2
61 101K -.23 -29.78 30.0
-VO	 +T_. MM .. .
119.4	 .597
114.0	 .570
108.0	 .541
101.0	 .505
95.4	 .478
90.7	 .4546
84.9	 .4253
80.5	 .4034
75.1	 .3765
71.7	 .3594
67, 9 	.3406
63,5	 .3185
59.6	 .2989
56.7	 .2843
53.0	 .2659
50.3	 .2522
46.9	 .2354
44.8	 .2247
42.4	 .2129
'9.6	 .1991
37.5
	
.1882
35.6	 .1789
33.3	 .1674
31.6	 .1587
29.5	 .1481
. TM
.597
.570
.541
.505
.477
.4547
.4255
.4036
.3768
.3597
.3410
.3189
.2993
.2847
.2664
.2527
.2359
.2252
.2135
.1997
.1887
.1796
.1680
.1594
.1488
62	 95K	 -.21	 -28.09	 28.7
	 28.1	 .1414	 .1421
63	 90K
	 -.20	 -26.50	 27.2	 26.7	 .1340	 .1347
I
64	 84K
	 .19	 -25.00	 25.5	 24.9	 .1253	 .1260
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
f OF P06R 
QUAL[fY
r
a
TABLE VII-2.2 MASS ANALYZER PPS STEP CODE
FIMS-A EA-PPS COMMAND
b
E
i
ADDRESS DATA ADD DATA ADD DATA
00 06 20 21 40 33 ORIGINAL PAQE
01 06 21 21 41 33 OF 
.POOR' QVA^ITY
02 09 22 21 42 33
03 09 23 21 4^ 06 E
04 OC 24 21 44 06
/A
05 OC 25 24 45 06
06 OC 26 24 46
07 OF 27 24 47
08 OF 28 24 48
09 OF 29 24 49
OA 12 2A 27 44
OB 12 2B 27 49
1
OC 12 2C 27 4C 11
OD 15 2D 27 4D " a
OE 15 2E 27 4E
OF 15 2F 2A 4F
10 15 30 2A
11 18 31 2A
12 18 32 2A
13 18 33 2A
14 18 34 2D
15 18 35 2D
16 1B 36 2D —
17 1B 37 2D'
18 1B 38 2D
19 1B 39 — 30 !'
1A 1B 3A 30
1B lE 3B 30	 of
iC lE 3C 30
1D 1B' 3D 30
lE lE 3E 33
1F lE 3F 33
f
TABLE VII-3
6 September 1981
n	 FINAL FLIGHT PROMS—FIMS—A
ORIGINAL PAGE 119
MASS ANALYZER PPS COMMANDS OF POOR QUALITY
Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA
	 1
6 00 00 9 33 00 12 66 19 15 99 33
s " OI 01 to 34 OE of 68 1C 18 AO 08
02 02 " 35 OF " 68 1D Al 09
" 03 . 03 " 36 lO „ 69 lE " A2 OA
to 04 04 to 37 7,1 15 70 06 " A3 OB
" 05 05 " 38 12 of 71 07 " A4 O.0
06 06 " 39 13 of 72 08 of A5 OD 3
07 07 12 40 01 " 73 09 it A6 OE
" 08 08 " 41 02 it 74 OA " AT
I
OF
09 09 to 42 03 " 75 OB " AS 10
" 10 OA " 4 3 04 " 76 OC !' A9 11
} 11 OB it 44 05 " 77 OD " BO 12 1to 12 OC to 45 06 " 78 OE " Bl 13
Is 13 OD " 46 07 " 79 OF " B2 14
r
o f 14 OE It 47 08 " 80 10 of B3 15
to 15 OF of 48 09 " 81 11 of B4 16
of 16 10 " 49 OA " 82 12 " B5 17
"I 17 11 " 50 OB " 83 13 it B6 18
of 18 12 of 51 OC to 84 14 is B7 19F
6 19 13 '+ 52 OD of 85 15 B8 IA
9: 20 00 " 53 OE " 86 16 " B9 1B
21 01 to 54 OF " 87 17 of CO iC
22 02 ,^ 55 10 88 18 " Cl' 1D
of 23 03 of 56 11 " 89 19 " C2 1E
to
24 04 " 57 12 ,^ 90 lA " C3 1F
" 25 05 " 58 13 " 91 1B of C4 20
to 26 06 of 59 14 go 92 1C 51 C5 21
27 07' 11 60 15 " 93 1D " C6 22
R of 28 08 " 61 16 of 94 lE " C7 23
29 09 p' 62 17 " 95 1F ' " C8 24
30 OA " 63 18 " 96 20 18 C9 25
" 31 OB " 64 19 " 97 21 18 DO 08
k
32 OC 12 65 lA 15 98 22 21 . Dl 09
.f TABLE -VII-4.1
j
FII+LS A MA—PPS COMMANDS
ORIGINAL P^AEITY
OF POOR Q
Each _.ADD DATA Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA	 Each	 ADD DATA
21D D2H OK 21D 105H 2B  24D 138 H 29H	 27D	 171H 18H
of D3 OB " 06 2C
to 39 2A	 It 19
of D4 OC to 07 2D of 2B	 IS lA
of DS OD of 2E of 2C	 of	 74 1B
to D6 OE 21 09 2F of 2D	 of 1G
D7 OF 24 110 OD " 43 3E	 of 1D
of D8 10 " 11 OE "' 44 2F	 "	 77 lE
of D9 11 If OF to 45 30	 "	 78 1F
EO 12 to 10 to 31	
01 20
El 13 n 14 11 of 47 n32	 80 21
of E2 14 of 15 12 " 48 33	 i'	 81 22
E3 15 " 16 13 " 49 34	 "	 82 23
" E4 16 of 14 to 35	 to 24	 4
F E5 17 " 18 15 " 51 36	 "	 84 25
E6 18 it 16 of 52 37	 of 26
s
E7 19 to 17 is 38	 to	 86 27
E8 lA " 21 18 " 54 39	 "	 87 28
of E9 1B of 22 19 of 55 3A	 of	 88 29
FO 1C 00 1A of 56 3B	 to 2A
" Fl 1D " 24 1B "' 57 3C	 of 	 90 2B
to F2 1E of 1C of 3D	 is 2C
"
1 1F to" 26 1D 24 59 3E	 n	 92	 - 20
'v F4 20 of lE 27 60 OD	 to	 93 2E
of F5 21 of 1F to OE	 it 2F
to F6 22' to 29 20 n , 62 OF	 of 30
F7. 23 of 30 21 " 63 10	 " .	 96 31
n F8 - 24 of 31 22 '! 64 11	
—
	 of 32
F9 25 of 23 of 12	 '	 $1 33
If 100 26 of 33 24 to 1.3	 "	 199 34
of Ol 27 " 34 25 " 67 l4	 "	 lAO 35
02 28 of 26 " 68 15	
of 36
03 28 11 36 27 " 69 16	 ,	 A2 37
21D 04 29 24D 37H 28H 27D 70 17	 27D	 A3 38
TABLE VII-4.2
FINS A MA-PPS COMMPINDS
	 0R1piNAC PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA
27
D IM H 39H 30D 1D7H 28H 33 D 210H 1AEI 33D 243'if 3B
of
A5 3A " D8 29 to 11 18 " 44 3C
« A6 38 " D9 2A of 12 1C " 45 3D
" A7 3C It lEO 2B to 13 1D " 46 3E
A8 3D it E1 2C " 14 1E to 47 3F
27D A9 3E to E2 2D of 15 1F of 48 3F
30D 1BO OD of E3 2E " 16 20 33D 249 3F
" B1 OE of E4 2F of 17 21 361) 250 10
of B2 OF " E5 30 of 18 22 of 51 11
B3 10 to E6 31 " 19 23 " 52 12
I
" B4 11 " E7 32 " 220 24 .e0 53 13
of B5 12 to E8 33 " 21 25 of 54 14
of B6 13 " IE9 34 of 22 26 of 55 15
of
of
B7 14 " 1F0 35 " 23 27 of 56 16
B8 15 " Fl 36 24 28 to 57 17
of 1B9 16 " F2 37 " 25 29 " 58 18
^-
of 1CO 17 " F3 38 " 26 2A " 259 19
It Cl 18 " F4 39 to 27 2B " 260 lA
^ " C2 19 " F5 3A " 28 2C " 61 18
M ^^ C3 1A of F6 3B it 2
_ 29 2D of 62 1C
r " C4 1B it F7 3C of 230 2E n 63 1D
C5 1C of _F8 3D of 31 2F it 64 lE
" C6 1D 30D 1F9 3E of 32 30 to 65 IF
" C7 lE 33' 200 10 " 33 31 " 66 20
of C8 1F to 01 11 to 34 32 it 67 21
to C9 20 of 02 12 to 35 33L " 68 22
of 1;D0 21 it 03 13 " 36 34 " 269 23
" Dl 22 of 04 14 $0 37 35 b 70 24
D2 23 to 05' 15 " 36 36 of 71 25
" D3 24 " 06 16 239 37 72 26
y " ;D4 25 " 07 17 of 240 38 " 73 27
w " D5 26 of 08 18 of 41 39 It 74 28
30D D6 27 33D 09 19 33D 41 3A 36D 275 29
TABLE VII-4.3
i
'	 ORIGINAL PACE M
OF POOR QUALITY
Each _ADD DATA Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA Each ADD DATA
s
36D 276y 2AH 39D 2A9B "H: 39D 2E2  3AH 42D 315H 29H
011 77 28 00 IA of E3 3B " 16 2A
to 2C It —1$ to 3C " 17 2B
79 2D " 82: ;IC " E5 3D " 18 2C
" 280 2E is 1D " E6 3E If 2D
Of 81 2F to B4 lE E7 3F of 2E
of 82 30 of B5 IF t o ES 3E of 2F
83 31 " B6, 20 39D 2E9 3F
of 22 30
to 84 32 of 8? 21 42D 2F0 10 Of 23 31
of 85 33 " H8 22 " Fl 11 'r 24 32
" 86 34 of 2B9 23 to 12 of 33
r• " 87 35 " 2C0 24 " F3 13 " 26 34	 1
it 88 36 it C1 25 00 14 to 27 35
^E
,.
of 37 to 26 of F5 15 '' 28 36
to 290 38 to 27 of 16 of 37
91 39 " C4 28 " F7 17 " 330 38
T, to 92 3A of C5 29 of F8 18 to 39
of 3 3B of C6 2A of 19 of 3A
" 94 3C " C7 i2B " 300 IA " 33 3B
n 95 3D of C 8 2G "' 01 1s a 34 3C
96 3E of 2C9 2D to lC " 35 3D
97 3F " 2D0 ?E " 03 1D " 36 3E
of 98 3F of Dl 2F of lE to ,37 3F
36D 299 3F of D2 30 of IF It 3F
390 10 1$ 31 to 20 It 3F
of Al 11 it D4 32 of 21 $1 10
to 12 to D5 33 " 08 22
to 11
j
of A3 13 " D6 34
of 09 23 to 42 12
A4 14 to D7 35 to 24 10 43 13`
A5 15 " D8 36 " 11 25 'F 44 14
t " A6 16 " 2D9 37 " 12 26 " 45 15'
" A7 17 n 2E0 38 " 13 27 n 46 16
<	 < r 39 2A8 18 39D El 39 42 314 28 " ` 47 17
j
TABLE VII-4.4
ORIGINAL PAGE K
OF POOR (, PV6" Y
Each ADD- DATA Ench ADD DATA Each ADD DATA	 Etch
	 ADD DATA
45D 348A 18H 45D 3808 3% 48D 3B2H 26H	 51D	 3E4H 14H
" 49 19 « 81 39 " B3 27	 "	 ES ' 15
350 IA " 82 3A " B4 28	 ""	 E6 16
51 1B « 83 3B " B5 29
	 E7 17
52 1C " 84 3C of _B6 2A	 "	 E8 18
" 53 1D " 85 3D " B7 2B '	 "	 3E9, 19
« 54 lE " 86 3E of 2C	 "	 3F0 lA
55 IF of 3F of 389 2D	 "	 F'1 1B
« 56 20 "' 88 3F " 3C0 2E	 "	 F2 1C
go 57 21 45 389 3F to C1 2F	 "	 F3 ID
of 22 48 390 10 " C2 30	 of	 F4 1E
:9 59 23 " 91 11 " C3' -	 1	 "	 FS IF
360 24 " 92 12 " C4 32	 "	 F6
a
20
" 61 25 " 93 13 so C5 33	 "	 F7 21	 3	 '
of 26 " 94 14 " C6 34	 "	 F8 22
of 63 27 go 95 15 of C7 35' 	 "	 3F9 23
64 28 " 96 16 of C8 36	 of 24
" 65 29 01 17 of 37	 of 25
of
66 2A " 98 18 " 3D0 38	 "	 02 26
67 2B " 399 19 " Dl 39	 "	 03 27 +
68 2C " 3A0 lA " D2 3A	 "	 04 28
69 2D Is Al 1B D3 ,)B	 of	 05 29
370 2E of 1C of 3C	 00 2A
so 2F to 1D Is 3D	 of 2B
of
72 30 to lE of 3E	 to 2C
of
73 31 0 AS IF « D7 3F	 to
	 409 2D
of
74 32 of 20 of D8 3F	 of 2E
75 33 " A7 21 46D 3D9 3F	 it
	 11 2F
' 76 34 00 AS 22 51 3E0' 10	 of	 12 30
a
of
35 ►
of 23 to 11	 of	 13 31
to 78 36 " 3B0 24 of 12	 of 32
45D 379A 37H 48D B1H 25H 51D 3E3H 13H	 SID	 15H 33H
TABLE VII
-4.5
t'
MA MA MA MA
EA ADD DATA EA EbD DATA
c	 51 416 34 00 450 0
17 35, 00 51 0
18 36 00 52 0
19 37 00 53 0
20 38 00 54 0
21 39 00 55 0
22 3A 00 56 0
" 23 3B 00 57 0
24 3C 00 58 0
25 3D 00 59 0
26 3E 00
 27 3F 00
28 3F 00
it 29 3F 00
" 430 00
" 31 00
32 00
^ 33 00
^ 34 00
35 00
36 00
.r 37 00
38 00
ORMUNAL PAGE 10
Of POOR QUALM
39 00
440 00
41 00
.' 11 42 GO
43 00
t 44
45
00
00
+
t - 46 00
n 47 00
^ 48 00
•+ 49 00
i
TABLE VII-4.6.
R
OR GIN PA GE
OF POO QU lkLl
M
O	 " MO W
I	 H 0
C	 W Y
CL W
I Z
L H
-'^+ Z ZW W
- O ]L W W
4^ U ofO O O
r f- W W
_
►
-
J
d
J
a
J
CL
J
a
J
a.
J
a
^-
.o
J
a
J
a
C7d U•-• Jo U.. O ►•+
o u a C:)r a a v a L!) Cr a U > cr > W W
•
I
C iO O
U) i +
cC	 2 a CL 4 1 N i S-
o :3 rn A m U r O O Obe 41 c4-1t-k CLU 3 >w >U U 41 4-) 4-+3 ro
'r
S. Y
__ I	 =	 -L) O cr r \ 1_ O UQ -r C7 U1- •r O U.^ •r E W OJ•r 0J^ L__ 34 •r^^ iA 'ark , r.r N --0r+  rN •r Ln U YULn2	 U r r i E 41 G/ i G1 C - Uw	 NLL' L, C1 GC!
.-^ EO Li fa A m 4J d i i rC a S- CT) S- E LA- •.5 O r ^ >- N LL. L- ^ L- LA-L 1-+ C •r •r f u E> i o. OZ L- 4 Q 3 Oi .-•	 G1 Cl 41 C C 41 w > IO-W >OY
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I. INTRODUCTION
9
This document provides a single source for all FITS operational,
calibration and repair information. It is hoped that this document will
be of assistance in the field operation of the FITS instrument should any
problems arise. Sufficient information is contained herein to
troubleshoot the instrument in the field. All test and calibration
records will be kept in this document as well.
The second purpose of this document is to aid in the development of
future generations of similar ion mass spectrometers. The experience
gained in the laaboratory and the field with the FIMS B instrument will be
of critical assistance in the development of similar instruments for other
satellite and rocket-borne instruments.
The introductory section of this document contains a copy of a paper
published in the Review of Scientific Instruments which describes in some
detail the geometry * of
 the analyzer sections of the FIMS-A and FIMS-B
instruments. As is described in this paper, the primary difference
between FIMS-A and FIMS-B is in the area of the electrostatic energy
analyzer and the detectors. The nomenclature "FIMS-A" refers to that
instrument which uses the cylindrical energy analyzer and an array of
three channel electron multipliers. The "FIMS-B" instrument uses a
spherical energy analyzer and a microchannel plate array with a resistive
anode following. The central electronics packages for the two instruments
are also different. The FIMS-A instrument will be flown for the first
time on the A rocket payload of the two payloads produced by the SwRI
Department of Space Sciences during the summer of 1981.
This document will serve as a combination Design Specification and
Instrument Log Book and should be kept with the FIMS B instrument at all
times Figure I-1 is a picture of the fully assembled FIMS-B instrument.
Not shown in the picture is the instrument's Central Electronics Package.
Figure I-2 is a block diagram of the total instrument 'system.
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II. QUICK-LOOK TEST INFORMATION
`- The FIMS-B instrument produces three digital data channels,
anda	 FIMS-B also produces two analog signals noted as PAZ and LO.
Digital chanel S27 is located in word 13, all frames, and contains the
FIMS B scientific information. ;Art is a 9-bit digital word with all of the
Information contained in the a most significant bits. The least
significant bit of the 9-bit word is not used by the instrument.
r	
Channel S31 (word 8, frame 19) is used to transmit the mass analyzer
program power supply command word.	 It is also a 9-bit digital word with
the instrument information again contained in the 8 most significant bits
Of that word.	 The third digital channel is C32°'(word 9, frame . 20) and is
Used to transmit the energy analyzer PPS command words to P.C.M.
	 As is	 °.-^	 1
the case with the other two digital channels, channel
	 ?) Vies only' ihi 8
most significant bits.
	 The two analog channels, A39 (-word 6, frame 27)
and A40 (word 6, frame 19) contain the analog monitors from the energy
analyzer program power supply.
	 Channel &32-contains the positive output
monitor signal and _A0 the negative output.
At the onset of low voltage to the FIMS Central Electronics Package,
t a stepping value will be seen on both S31 and 	 32.	 Figures II-1 and II-2
" are sample stripchart recordings made of these two channels under normal
	 ?
operating conditions.
	 It should be noted that the strip chart recorder
which produced these signals was carefully calibrated for a deflection of
10 counts/major division with the knowledge that the 2' bit of the 9-bit
data word is the least significant bit of the word. 	 In other words, when
calibrating the stripchart recorder for use in FIMS B testing, use the
second least significant bit rather than the least significant bit to
represent a count of "1" for the calibration.
	 It is not necessary for
routine testing to recalibrate the stripchart recorder just for a FIMS B
test.	 It is possible to observe the general waveform of these two 	 j
' stepping counts to ensure basic function of the Central Electronics
Package.	 Word S27 will not contain any count information unless the
signal input test is being conducted. 	 Details for the signal input test
for the FIMS B instrument are described in the following section of this
manual.
Likewise, analog channels 39 and 40 will not contain any information
unless the FIMS B high voltages have been turned on.
	 If the high voltages
have been applied, then a stepping signal will be seen on these two
channels such as is shown in Figure II-3.
	 Both of these channels should
step at the same rate and contain approximately the same signals.
	 It is
expected that under normal circumstances these two signals should track
each other to within 10%. 	 Again, ,no data will be obtained from these two
data channels unless high voltages are applied to the instrument.
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III. SIGNAL INPUT TEST PROCEDURE
A. 15UiZment Required
To perform this test the following items will be requiredt
1. Pulser (i.e. HP8010A) capable of producing a 50ns wide, 100mv
pulse at a repetition rate of 8500/sec.
2e Two dial-selectable attenuators. One attenuator should be
capable of attenuating in 1 dA steps, while the second
should attenuate in 10 dB steps.
3. Single channel oscilloscope, with vertical bandwid-La of
100 MHz.
4. one 50 ohm terminator, packaged in a standard SNC-type
connector shell.
S. Frequency counter capable of counting 100mv, 50ns wide
pulses.
B. Pulser Adjustment
1. Configure the equipment listed above in the manner shown in
Figure I11-1•
2. With all equipment operating, adjust the output of the
pulser to produce a 100mv low-going pulse, 50ns wide. The
low-going pulse should drop to OV, with the high level at
+100mv. The leading and trailing edge transition times
should be adjusted to approximately 20ns each, although
experience has shown that the instrument is not particu-
larly sensitive to transition times. It is assumed that
at the time of these adjustments the two dial-selectable
attenuators are set to zero and the 50 ohm attenuator is
attached to the pulser.
3. Adjust the repetition rate of the pulser to produce an
8500 pulse/second rate.
4. Turn off the pulser, remove the 50 ohm terminator and attach
the FIMS-B test cable to the attenuators. Set the dial
selectable attenuators for a total of 25 dB.
C. Instrument /Payload Operation
1. With the instrument power off and the pulser off, attach
the FIMS-B test cable to the test input connector on the
NNW
2e Apply low voltage only to the rIMS-B instrument, then to
the pulsar.
3. On the rocket's P.C.M. decomwtator dial up word 13,
frame 28.
C With the puler at 8500 pulses/second, the decommitator
should be reading approximately full scale (S MSB's set). If
it is not, adjust the dial electable attenuatore in MB step*
until counts appear. it should not be necessary to reduce
the 
attenuation below 20dB if the instrument is functioning
nor. J
5. Select word 13, frame 27, on the decommutator. Under normal
operating conditions the instrument will produce a few counts
In this channel when frame 28 is near full scale *
 No other
frames for word 13 should have shy counts.
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A.	 Analyzers
	
OF POOR QUALITY
The energy and mass analyzer design aspects of FI14S-B were
described earlier in this document, and no furhter information on the
i
	 presented.
 
	 following
	
this section
1
documentswillpresentadescripti description instruments
Package. k
S.	 Central Electronics Package
i
The Central Electronics Package designed for the FIMS H
instrument is radically different from that used by the FIMS A instrument.
This system is designed around the INTEL 8085 A-2 microprocessor.
	 Figures
VII-1 through VII-5 are the detailed schematic diagrams of the FIMS B 1
central electronics package.
	 This system is contained completely on a
single printed circuit board.
	 The microprocessor-based controller is a
totally interrupt-driven system with interrupting sources being the Sr 24
j timing signal, the MF 2 3
 timing signal and the data ready (D.R.) flag from
k the microchannel plate array detector.
F
In normal operation the microprocessor is interrupted every 25me
F by the SP 2 4
 signal to indicate the start of a new major frame of data.
Responding to this interrupt, the microprocessor updates the commands to
the two program power supplies based on values stored earlier in a look-up
table, the values for which were derived from the instrument calibration.
After updating the two command words to the PPS line drivers, the
microprocessor makes a 1 to 0 to 1 transition on the shift-load line of I
the two shift registers which are used to send power supply step values to
the telemetry system. 	 In other words, the shift load command for the two
shift registers used to send PPS values to telemetry is software
generated.
Following the update of the two PPS commands, the 8085-based
a
controller disables its science data acquisition for a period of 3 minor k
frames, or for approximately 2.4ms.
	 This dead time is allowed for PPS
- settling.	 However, even during the 2.4ms dead time for scientific data
acquisition, the microprocessor still is able to send data acquired during
the previous major frame to telemetry based on the arrival of the MF 23
timing signal which generates the third processor interrupt.
	 When
b interrupted by MF 2 3 , the microprocessor performs an address pointer
manipulation to fetch the next stored value of science data word to
telemetry.
r,
Science data information is presented to the Central Electronics
Package of the FIMS B instrument in the form of a 6-bit wide address with
handshaking flag. 	 The four least significant bits of this 6-bit ward
represent the binary address of the X-location on the resistive anode
detector where a particle event has occured.
	 The two most significant
bits of the 6-bit address represent the binary address of the'Y location
on the resistive anode of the particle event.
	 To the microprocessor, the
interface appears to be a s
	 imple, 6-bit memory address with a handshaking
flag that is used both to latch the data into the 8155 hardware interface
f
kP
f
I	
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chip and to generate the software interrupt to the 8085. Handshaking with
the microchannel plate detector instrument is not completed until the 0085
has had a chance to read the data from the port 8 interface of the 8153,
thus clearing the n buff-full handshaking flag. This ensures that the
Instrument will not attempt to send new science information to the CJW
until the previous information has been properly digested." Stated in its
most elemental form, the FINS b CEP functions as a 64-channel
multi-channel analyser. tach time a 6-bit address is presented to the
microprocessor and an interrupt generated, the corresponding memory
location in the 64-word science data buffer memory is fetched, incremented
by 1 and stored back. This is exactly the same procedure used with any
laboratory-style multichannel analyzer.
The flight CEP described here contains a double-buffered memory
system whereby two sets of 64 locations are reserved for the science data
counts. Two buffers are preserved so that one can be reserved for data
incoming from the instrument while the second buffer is used for sending
data out to telemetry. At the end of each major frame, signalled by a
high-going transition on the SP 2 4 timing signal, the buffer pointers are
@*itched and the buffer previously used for storing incoming science
information now becomes the output buffer for data going to telemetry,:
This technique preserves the integrity of the data as a block thus data
that is presented in minor frame 1 has the same staleness as the data
presented in minor frame 32.
An mentioned earlier, the microprocessor based controller is
totally interrupt driven. The SP'2 4 timing flag initiates the process
whereby the microprocessor updates the PPS commands to both program power
supplies and also loads these new PPS commands in the telemetry data
output shift registers. The Sr 2 4 timing flag also initiates a 3-minor
frame long blanking period where no new science data interrupts are
acquired. Within the three minor frame dead time, however, interrupts are
allowed from the MF 2 3 timing flag and are used to initiate the process of
sending the next available science data word to telemetry. Stated another
way, the first NF 2 3 interrupt which arrives at the microprocessor after
the SF 2 4 interrupt is used to flag to the microproprocessor that it
should present data from its buffer location 1 to telemetry, likewise the
32nd MF 2 3 interrupt to the microprocessor flags to the software that it
should send the 32nd memory location from its science data buffer to
telemetry. This results in a very simple mapping technique. The only
aspect of this operation which is the least bit involved is the process
whereby the nume.r of data channels sent to telemetry is reduced from the
64 channels produced by the instrument down to the 32 channels forwarded
to telemetry. The 32 middle channels of the 64 total are sent to
telemetry. This mapping function was arrived at by the simple knowledge
of geometry of the instrument, that is channels 0 through 15 are channels
which are not struck by particles under normal operation of the analyzer
section of the instrument. Likewise, channels 48 through 64 do not
contain any scientific information from the instrument.
Contained in the following few pages of this section of the
document is a copy of the software listings which are used to control the
r,	 operation of the rims 8 microprocessor based Central Electronics package.
An seen, the software was written in 8085 assembly language and is now
stored in the erasable prom section of the 8755 integrated circuit.
st
'	 I
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COMMAND
?155	 "'Zr 1041TI&LIZE ourm s
ouTF ur I':	 To ALL 1^ ,	 -P0130- 044
QLSS AoeTA
TO	
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X14 P	
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G:1 IhEk S iDe	 ^
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CLEAR
LAMA SUFFER
a
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COMER ^ U
	
3
FMQO	 r
(=F ; "TEP COUNT; WILL EE
4MCCENENTEO .rNAIVIDALLY.
.	
INITI ^R E	
,
f P t V. Z
`	 COUq*EC TO
ZERO
. I	
=NIT.PrOQ^ss 100 LOOL' of 'rA tLL -)
FpruTlks TOI	 Lookup TAUS
	 omc Fok EACH P .P'$ , O L 'iALLE' !JILL	 -PPS
ConNFwOS	 HAVE 5 512 U»PIES ,'r W L ZN0 +JILL,
H A V6 (: P E^I TkIE,3 .
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k 1 111111	 #^^+►^*•^^•♦ f1M-:-b 1.:EF FL1GHI ^;UFIWHRE •^•^••^^^^^
ki Ll u Ll
111;11111•ii♦ i^^• ♦^^••♦^•^•^•^^^^^^•^^^^^i^^^^^^N^N^^
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0.10 Ll 1.1
	 ; EXI ER RL LHBLL DEFINITIONS.
	
8 ULi1i11	 ;
1 ULi UU Ekl NDH1H
. t11:11_ir1 EXT OLiMI H
i i ti(10 1 EkT YUF I
EXT BUF2
S U1.1UI,i EXI FPSIT
4 111UO EX'l FFS21
^ L11;iL1U EX7 E1FLG
j ^L	 Il;ili EXI DBHi :E
,' 11L11,11;1 EXT NE1,11:1F
18 U 1.1 u f EXI OLDBF
1.11.1LI U EXT PPSI
k	 ,1 U 11 ii1;i EXT PPS2
c1 UU1;ili Er^;T F IUNT
iiii[141 EXT P2 Nl
U11Lil;i EXI PIMA X
c^ ... (1 EXI F EM H;K
'	 ! LiLIl1 ►.I EX1 MFCN T
le
E^:T LIMHZ:: ,'(101.1 11 EXI FIRST
28 1 111,11.11,1 E l :.111 NH
0co1.1Q EM P :RDMV 1.1 Ll L l Ll
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LiLiiiLl
	 :HFIRD41HRE 1NlERRI_Pl/F.EZ,TAR.I PRF1iti,.:H DEFINITION.
Ll I,i 1.1 1.1 :
^1LI	 11;1 L!t^1 !1lS FI("Sk OR& UU1;11.1H ;C:ODE ;.+iHklv,'	 HT	 U.
.,•1 1,11i1.11.1 G.:.=,F iuii ,IMF' PWI-GN ;CMG 10 POWER — ON SSEQUENCE.
3b 1:i%I i.1 1i 02C ORG U I IRCH ;SCIENCE  VEC:10k Hl 	 EC:H.
: i ^:IEC L:31402 ,JMF' S N► :E • PROC:ESS SCIENCE   1 NT .
U L i`F 00--34 ORG U 0 4H ; M(F E (3)	 VECTOR Al	 34H.
ti-'cl 110	 4 C_:EIQ1 JMP MF23 MF2(.C-*	 Irll.
era 1il 3?, U11 .0 Oki, ii1;i:3i_:H ; SF2 e.4., 	 A-C:TOft:	 HT	 :3CH.
0	 C. C.	 F 	 U I:I iMF' SF 24 : F F:fJC:E:: _	 ;::F 2 (A)	 1 Nl .
41 UCi:F
42 u (GF ;1 H I v I'S 1 HE POIAER—ON 1 M 1 T I F►L 1 ZHl l ON NORI I ON OF
4 Lila _ F ;THE F 1 MS — h CEP FLIGHT SOFTWHR.E. THE HFIRDWHRE 8ND
i Ui); F ;SOFTfeIHRE WILL BE INITIHLIZEDP THE MEMORY WILL DE
45 0 1_13F ; REtili/ kklR I I E GHEGK.ED 9	 HNII IF OK 9 l HE INTERRUPT C	 a( 1.1 U_F ; V "STEM WILL BE ENH1 LED.r Li ir3F
48 0VaF ;:-:IFF1 0 F'WRUN LX1 SP91OFFH ;IN1TIHL1ZE SIHCK.
+49 004E CD5300 CALL iNHW ; IN1T IRL12L HF1RD10FIRE.
1	 i1 U U45 r_-D98 U 0 C:FiLL U HK.HW ;CHICK MEMORY' HHRDWHRE_ .
4_± 016400 C:HLL It _(►I ; IN1T 1HL1 E SUF161FIRE.
UU4Ft 3E Di MV I H • UDF,H ; FETCH INTE RRUPT M8SK.
iIL1411 Ll (I NOF ;SET SOD. ENHBLE RST 7.5 9
r	 4 li i;1 44 ; MH^:k R 1 G. 5 AND 5: 5
0114E FE El ; ENHBL.E INTERRUPT SYSTEM.
_rat.
E INI71HLIZES BUFFER POINTERS:
H THAT I U tiE11 BY THE F IMF• —C:
,Q21 	 ;FETCH	 ne 1 ABLE H1,11.
ROM '.FETCH ROM HI111R€SS•
H ;CLEHR If—REG.
;FETCH VALUE ID M.
;MOVE I IJ RAM.
;FETCH I1—REG.
;Z-BIT SET	 IF H = 15.
41 ; IF t = I t 	 SET	 S/W.
;Bump D.
;HUMP BaC PAIR.
;BUMP H•L PAIR.
M ;MOVE HGAIN.
H L':LEHRH—REG.
;RESET MF E Q3) CUUNT .
T ;RESET  FPS #1 STEP COUN1 .
1 RESET PPS #2 STEP COUNT.
;BUFFER BHSE HU11.	 IN D.
H ;RESET IAIR INHIBIT FLAG.
;BUMP R—REG.
T iSE'T	 F'1RS1
	 TIME 1HRU FLAG.
H ;8185 RHM BASE ADD.	 IN C.
H 11HIR MHSK. IN E—REG.
H ;FETCH FPS VOLT CODE.
; S'HVE PPS #I CODE.
' SAVE PF'S :*1 CODE.
;RETURN.
E WILL WR.I1E 10 AND THEN READ FROM
T I ON. IF 1 HE 11H1 H READ IS THE SAME
11TEN• PORT Hr BIT r OF THE 8755
ONCE WI TH THE ENABLE IM1 . FLHGP
ih& THE SOF TWARE 10 ENABLE THE
EM P ^E I FLG = 1). IF THE WR I T E/REHD
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OF POOR QUALfIY
,,
`	
Jtl
	
I,1,:,U : ^^1: ► FELUL. 1'MHl.Ft:1 H-_,L1 s k.LLK
Kr
6 UU41- rib	 IDLE HL1
^f 6L	 C34F I; U	 JMP I DLL
a UUS^	 is
(1 ` 13	 (''THIS SULROU11N
+l L11,1^^ .^	 f 1/0 HURTS H HN
tRHM 1110 PURI LS
bE 0053	 tSTRUBEI1 OUTPUT
6t OU`3
6, 1:11.15 Z--1EF F	 INHW MVI
k,! LI 1145". 11:31:12	 DU1
Cat+ U057 IIIc;1;13	 UU 1
6" l' 115 ! : E7F	 11V1
b 0L15B 11300	 OU1
64 U1.1511 113 U 1	 OUT
e,0 U 05 3E1H
	
MVi
r11061 11311:1	 OUT
- 0(16^:t L9	 RE1
73 U Li e—, 4
7 U 1.1i 4	 1 H I S SUBROUI I N
L`111e,4	 ; F LAGS P H1411 11H1
h CIL164
	 ; S:OF 1 W ARE.
0 U6 2 105 1:0 1NSW LXI Hopp
	
N U Ur, 7 U11400	 LXI B•F"
so 006H 1600	 MvI IIa 1JU
L= U06c; 1:I8
	
L11RHM LDHX B
0066 7	 MOV M P H
8$ (1UP_-E ? M 	 MOV RP D
UU6F FECIF	 CPI 1511
UU*^'1 CA 7 A 0	 iz	 Ski S
0 0 7 4 14	 1 H 11
(11.175 03	 IN,	 B
L' r I:IfI; 6 23	 1 NH
0677 L:Z;t G 1. l:1	 JMP LDKH
9 1:I 1:1(G,'HZ-ry E 00 	 L1 S :W MVI	 H e 11U
c 007C 47	 MOV Br H
L10711 SE(11_:01.1	 'S1H
	
F'1CN
0080  *_:2 (.111 011 	 ST A P2CN
,:44 00'83 57	 MOV U• H
0084 .-C21.- 1.	 ::1A SDIN
:^6 (1087  3C:
	 1 HR M
97 01:88 :421 E 0 0
	H F-I R
1) 008B OE08	 MVI C• Uc-,
v 0 L'11:1ZE;11 1 EciF	 MVI	 E, LiF
100 008F SEr F
	
M V I HP 7F
I' l l [11:1`:+1 320H00	 0A F, PS
1	 (1694 320BLIO	 STH PPS
1 U•; U1:9? C9	 RET
1114 1,I (V:^ 8
1' 5 1.11.19Lq
	TH 1	 SUBROU1 I N
11'196	 ; EVERY RAM LOCH
107 0098	 ; AS THE 1181 H WR
I K '; L1098	 ;WILL BE SE1 HL
^41
 II	 U 1:1',+ 8	 4 (E I FLG) r HLLUW
111:1 0098	 ; INIERRUPI SYSI
Li
s HHLT CPU.
110 HGH IN.
E WILL INITIALIZE THE 8755 EPROM
11 B FOR 1HE DUTPUI MODEr THE, X1 55
H HN11 R FDR 1HE STROBEL INPUT AND
MOUES * RESPECTIVELY.
11FE1CH $756 1/0 MODE.
;8755 DDR FORT H.
08755  DDR PURL B.
;FETCH  I /D IIHI A.
('ZERO FPS :01 VOLTAGE.
;'ZERO PKS ::c VOLTHGE.
;'FETCH 8155 I/D M011E.
8155 COMMAND REG
RETURN.
Hr UFFH
UL-1H
u;sH
Hrr'FH
UGH
UIH
He 1HH
1 UH
k
3
F`OM
	 PLL1JL-MH4. f,U N ^.EI^ >rLEk. VLF-
a
1.1 l+lMoo	 ;IS UN::UCCESSFUL AT ANY LOCATIONP FORT Fi r B 1 1 7 OF
11 to 1.1 9 	 ;1'HE 27:5 WILL VE CLEARED HLONG WITH 'E,1FLGr
1 009: s	 JI LEI'HVlhL, 1 HE 1147 ERRUPI SY vTEM D I'; HBLED.
11"' 00 1: 8 a100(is CHKHW LX H4 P OH ; 818: AI+Lk.	 IN l aL PHIR.
11 01.19p, 36UU LL-1 185 MY1 Mr ULIH ;WRIJE U 10 8185.
l 17 0099 7E mov HP M ; READ 8188.
1114 111., `0 FEUU C01 4++.+H ; Z— b11 :SET 1F' H—REG. = U.
11 IJ OH U C:EF 000 JNZ Wk1 ER ;IF  Z —BIT _ OP	 ERROR.
12.• 0UA3 36FF MVI MP UFFH ;Wkl1E FFH 10 81885.) c 1 UUH5 7E MOV F4 PM ;READ 8185.
l 0086 FEFF 4F'I UFFH ;Z-TWIT SET	 IF H = FFH.
l O OH8 CEF U U 0 JNZ WRIER ;IF t—I 1 T — U p	ERROR.
1124 OOHB 7C MO'v Hr H ;FETCH H—REG.	 IN H—KEG.
1 U UHC, F E UB GF'1 +.114i ; Z — Y 11	 SL1	 IF H= ABH.
1 01.1HE CAI.5 A (I iz LREG ; I F Z— b 1 T	 ::ET P	 CHECK. L.
11ce +GOBI 23 1 r': H ;GTHERWISEP	 BUMF' NFL.
12£^ ► C+I2 G3^}F;1.10 JMF' LL^l^i`^ ;CHECk, h1E?"1	 LUCHTION.
t 1 c" (I I., v1 LREG MUV HPL ; F EI +CH L—REG.	 IN H—REG.
}1;* ULIBE, FEFF CPI UFFH ;t—BI1
	
SEI
	
IF L = FFH.
1"1 0 1., B8, CAk.F L, L, Jz C•81 tiro ;IF  Z--B11	 SET P	 CHECK 8155,
1C" UOBB 2C 1NR t ;U1HERWISE ► BUMP L.
l' U4+F;C: C.35I O(l JMF L81 8b ;CHECK, NEXI LOCHI1ON.1, 00BF Cl C81`5 POP B "SAVE RETi.+fiN Hi^D.
	
IN bPC.
1 0+:+L:l'1 31 F  0B 043 (1BF F  ;NEW ST HC:K, POINT ER.
V*
1L
_+,Ivc3 U5 PUS:H h ;PUSH REI URN HDD.
UUC:4 210U10 LX 1 H• 1^+OOH ;H1`•► b HLiI^R.	 IN Hot FAIR.138 UUC7 36ILI0 L8155 MVI Ma UUH ;WRITE U TO 8155.
' V,17 1 I, 0L:9 7E MOV Hq M ; REND 81 55 .
.1'j UUI:H FEOU C:F'1 UUH ; Z— I311 SET IF H = UUH.1,141 01.1 C C2F U U+.^ jNZ WR I ER ; I F  Z B T T	 = +J •	 ERROR.
I
	 r' 0OL-F SGFF MVI 11-1 UFFH ;4'RI1E FFH TO $155.
:. 1 0 fall 1 ? E MUV H PM ; REHU 8155.
44 06112 FEFF L*I !'+FFH ; Z —B11 SEI	 IF A = (IFFH.
145 01.1114 CEF 0 (10 JNZ WRI ER ;IF 	 — B I 1	 = O+ ERROR.
1+	 :, 0011 7 7D MOV HPL ;FETCH L—REG.	 IN H-REG.
1, 0011 ; FEFF C:FI (I F FH IZ-1.11	 SEI	 IF A = OFFH.
1 43 (1 LIIi A CHE 1 U+:I Ut CHKUK. ;IF 	 2-141 T =	 LI P 	UHECk UK:.
V* 9 01.11,11 2C 1 NR L ; OT HERW I SE a BUMF' L-REG.1	 {+
0011E G3C7l++:i JMP L825b ;C:HECK. NEXT LOCRIION.
Ibl 0 ►:+E.1 3EFF CHKOK; MVI HP UFFH ;FETCH I/D DATA.
1152 00E , 11300 UU1 (II.+H ; :E1 87bb FOR1 HP BIT 7.
11 U0aE5 3ELI1 MVI H. UIH 1.
1	 # UUti'' 32(1601., ',*7H EIFLb i' E1
	
EIFLG.
15^^ UCiEF C1 FOP b ;FEIGN k£TUkN HDD.
1 l+tiEf. 3 i F F 1 U L::1 :::F • 1 UI F H ; PES:ET	 Z0 HC:K. F'01 NI ER.
Y1 w:++:+EE C`, PUSH I3 ; RE1 ORE RETURN ADD.
I b 8 (IMEF C.;+ PET ;RETURN.
'	 1891 OOFO+ :E?F WRTER MVI H•7FH ;FETCH	 I,-'U 1181 H.
1:	 U UUF2 11300 OUI` UUH ;RESET' 8755 FORI	 BIT 7.IRP
4­ 1 0OF4 ,;;E0U MVI H^ OUH ;H— REG.	 = U.
162 OUFG 320600 ;NTH E1FLG CLEAR EIF'LG.
1 A OF 9 C 1 FOF b ; FE1 CH RETURN ADD.
r1	 4 01.	 4 L41FF10 LrI SF'l1UFFH ;PES:EI STACK POINTER.
16,"- U L+F U L5 F'U' H l I REST Uk.E RETURN HI+D.
r
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(^ tiil,^^: ►.^r =41 14 k.;:-
	
VkK 1.0
	
h'M4.^t 4ill^^y
16^E iii:IFE G4 RE1 r RETURN.1 ° . fi, OFF ; l+^►tl+l++lttlt!lttttttIt♦•!! lit++►!!+t!!♦ t!+!!! ^♦
1 0 t► F F 'r !!+!+♦ ',:UBF RHME PF17 E ;1 hT ERRUPl Pk UC:ESS I NG ♦++!!!^
1'1 IIIJ^F ;lirl♦! l^+► ♦ t♦tt ♦ 'ttlt!♦tt^^l^^lt!!^!!!!l^t^^^^^!!!1 ►3 l7v 1: OFF DIED:+ ;^FE4 MVI HaObVH $FETCH INTERRUPT MHSK.
0101 fill NUF' ;SET	 '^:OD.	 ENABLE RST 7.5a
L► 102 ; b.b. U SABLE FIST 5.5.
1 ^ y 1.11 (12 sH 11 fi x;1 1;► LPPS 1 LLH F PSI ; FETCH PPS s:1 VOLT86C.
17-4 1'11 (11" E6BF HH1 UBFH ;LDHD BY CLEARING ,BIT  6.
1	 ' ►.11 1 1 x' F68E U OF;l b OH ; SE1	 BIT 7.
;,lra Lill 11300 OUT 0 U ; O U TPUT TD 6755P eDRI A.
1'; f (11 OB F 6C: O UR 1 VU OH ; SEl	 B17  6.
1 x.11 M. D I13UU OU1 OUH ; OUTPUT TO 87559 PORT H.
1 ? .,I OF ,.HUB11:1 0 LPPSE LLH PPS2 ;FETCH PPS2 VOLTHGE.
18 1:1 U112 E6BF HN 1 UBF H $ LOHU BY CLEF IR ING B17  6.
P'1 1:1114 F63U URI 20H $SET	 BI 	 7.
1, 1:1 116 11:gAI OUT UIH ; OU1PUl	 10 8:*e55^	 PORT	 B.
IL4^4 011 2 F6C O DRI UC:UH ; ::E1	 B1T	 6.
184 U 11 H D1	 1 x.11 UU1 X1 1 H ;OUTPUT TO 8755P PORT B.
1 U l IC 7 M x:W I OH MUV H• D ;FETCH  BUFFER 1 /2 FLAG.
1,_^ =, 0 1 1 I► F E A O CP 1 U C► H ; t-B l l SET	 IF A-REG. = U.
y l 87 01 IF CH ':.'4 ^ 11 J BL► F R2 ;IF c-B 1 T = l r	 BUFFER, #2.
li	 ,, 1.1122 21LI21.1U BL►Ft 1 L l K., V-UF1 ;BUFFER, :,1	 81111.	 IN HPL-.
11	 a 1,1 1 2 22 t1 *;1.11.1 SHLLI NEWBF ; H11,U.	 IN NEWBF t hE WBF + 1.
:190 ►:112c- i 1I (131;1(1 LXI HP BUF2 ; BUFFER #2 ADD.	 III H, L.
1 Q 1 1:1 1 2 V 221.1:! 1:11;1 SHLI► OLDBF ;F11,11.	 IN OLDBF P OLU BF 	 + 1.
1	 _ 1:11 cE : E U 1.1 MV 1 H • U OH ; CLEAR H-REG.
1'. ti U 13 u 57 MUY 11 a F1 ; D-REG. = BUF F ER i ADD.
144 ►:► 131 0343 U1 JMF' L:LktlB ;60 C:LLHR NEW BUFFER.
l X1134 21 0300 BUFRE LXI HP BUF2 ; BUFFER 01 ADD.	 IN H q L.
I
	
1 (1137 221:1r{0(1 ^:HLI1 NI:4. 1 14F ;'ADD.	 IN NEWB F r NEWBF + 1.
19T 1.1 13N 211.1201:1 LXI H p BUF1 ;BUFFER ::2 HL1D.	 IN Hr L.
1.11 =:1i 2e(1901.1 SHL11 ULDEF ;KID.	 IN DL11BF t ULDEF	 + 1.'
1 1.11 4 1) ,E411 MY I H, 40H ! H-REG. = 40H.
2UU (1142 5"(1 MOV D•H ;D-F;EG.	 •« BUFFER 2 ADD,
21:11 1:1 14'.-.'
 2H LI81:11:1 C.LRlIk, LHLD NF- 4,1BF ;NEW I AI H MDU.	 IN H• L.
,2 2 6246 3EUU MVI H^1JUH ;CLEHR H-REG.
;2.L-0 014- 4?' MOV B p H ; C:LERR. B-REG.
21:14 1114 r' [1 C NBLP MOV M• B ; CLEFIR L1H1 M LOC:H1 ION.
2'5-U14H FE1F UPI :4 111 ;L-Bll	 SET	 IF H = ;:SID.
;E c 014C: CH.`_ 41.11 J4 1 NH:::L ;IF Z= 1 a	 INHIBIT S.	 D.
J207 014E 23 1 fix H ; OT HEkW 1 SE r BUMF H- L.
-20.8 0150 3C: INR F1 ;BUMP H-KEG.
_UIbI C:={49F11 .AMP t:NBLP ;CLEAR NkXl LOCAIION.
;:.1:1 (1254 21A 13 U (1 NHSD LDH Z:I11 NH ;FETCH  DH1 H INHIBIT  FLAG.
211 i_115^ FEr:11 CPI U1H ;Z-B1T SET	 IF H-REG.	 = 1.
2i 0159 CF4119 01 JZ EtIHBI1 ; IF Z = 1 P ENABLE DHT A.
I:i
 lb c: 3H Oc: l► F1 JDFJP *:1 LDH P I Chl ;FETCH PPS #1 STEP COUNT.
214 015F 3C: I'fi 1k; H ; I NCREMENT .
211 `_^ 0160 ,L:a 0c u E T A F I C:NI ;' FIVE FPS::1 ST EP . COUNT.
'2 6 ►:116 FEE$ CPI 4UV ;Z-BIT SET IF MAX. COUNT.
2s? 1:1165 Ca82 01 Jfl;^ PlHDD ; : IF t-BiT - U• FORM HDD.
818 01 bd 3E 1:1G MVI H P U UH ; UI HERW I SE p H-REG. It G.
<a a 016H 320C0U sJH PIGN1 : RESE1 FPS ::1- STEP C.OUNI.
Z 0 1:1161, 3C INRI H ;BUMP H-REG.
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Uhl c^+; ► .^+;+.	 1.+ FELC1l-I^1M 1.F.0 H. EI'11:LEk; 'vt<F' 1. U
E21 t+1bE (I S1  NLIINH
t' U1' 1 ;::H0DU0 BPPS'2 LDR P2011
LEi a 0174 ti%C. INrk H
2 0175 *:2 u i1I:11;1 1 H Pew^G
U1 70 FE'1 0 cpI 1b11
G 0176 CE>32ol J11z F'1HDD
ZL.r 017D SEw1 U MVI Ma L' L,
228 V  7F :20D00 S1 A P2CN1
a`? 0182 ^F412 0 0 P'1FIIIII L11H FIRST
c 0 01 85 FEOO CPI OLIH
23- 1
 C I S? CA503 01 Jr P1 I Rk
4 -,;' 01SH 4E00 MVI H- I+UH
,a	 i U18i 1'$213201.1 .:TH FIR,S1
E..4 U i EF 3(,, 1 Nk H
13.5 1;1190 321	 k1U STH S,111NH
t U1	 :^ cll'14t.Itt PITHS LXI H p PPS IT
;011 L11;+b LX P 1 C:N1
at;8 0 199 E62-F FI141 ..F H
t' 1'11:+11 4 7 MOO k a H
C J0 1+1^+C: ;:,HI,i11Lu:1 LDH PeC:N1
24`1 +!19F E6C1;:-: AN Ut:H
24a 1 H 1 OF R.Rc
^ 1 i 1 H2 OF PRO
L11H:: BCI UkA B
24b I:11 H4 bF MO'v LP HC 6 U 1 Fit, 3H O1101:1 LPH P2CN1
c	 r7'
1E
01 H ' Eb OC. IMN 1 LIC;H
8 CI I HA LIF wR,G
"J9 L11H^ OF k	 C:
U 1 Hl_ B pi URF1 H
U1Fill E.7 110V H,H
25ie 01 HE : EFF MVI 1'1, )	 FH
, 5^ 111 B 1.1 113r12 OUT L12H
, '4 1'11 B2 D3 0a.' UU 1 0 _.' H
2` b U 1 I. 4 7E muy H• M
c°•t• 01 B5 32IaM0 ►;I S T A PPS1
;7 1:11 B: F6C.(I URI MU UH
LOS LI 1 kH Dal. 0 0 UU1 U LIH
259 01F,I: 210500 P21HE LXI H•PPSET
,0 01 IF 3H1.III LI0 LPA P20M1
r	 ,1 011;:2 E61)F AN 1 LIF H
262 U 1 CA B5 UF;N L
(I 1 C:°5 6 MUV LPH
w4 UI C6 :,EFF MVI H, LIFFH
c:tb 01 C:y D*:02 OUT UCH
2601. 01 CH D3 USA OU'I LIB H
'.7 01 C C: 'r'E I'10'v' A M
>8 01C.11 ::-:20B A LI Z0 PPS:2
26? 01110 F CC: U UR I UG UHZ'' 1.0 LI 1112 'I1	 01 OUT 1.11 H
c -'I C1 1D4 '::EO6 IN I Eh M'ti'1 H• UIL1H
f2 ` 1.11 D,". 4? MCI'V' B H
i'7 :B 1:11D^ FB El
i '4 1.11I8 1:9 RE 
?5 (11 D9 -'q ECICI £NHB11 MVI Mr CIUH
;SET DHTH IIIHIBIT FLAG.
;FETCH PP; ue a1 EM C:OUN1.
; INukEMEN1 .
; $HVL PPS s:2 ST EP CO1.1NT
;t-BIT SET IF MAX. 40UH1.
;IF t-B11 = 09 FORM AID.
;OTHERWISEP H-REG. - G.
;RESE1 PPS #2 STEP' COUNT.
;FE1^H FIRST TIME FLAG.
; Z-BIT SET IF A-REG. := 0.
11F Z-BIT = i s' FORM ADD.
; OI HEfR:W I SE • CLEAR'. A -REG.
; RES:E1 FI RS T TIME FLAG.
$ BUMP H-REb.
;SET
 
11H1H INHIBIT FLAG.
;PPS 1 TABLE HIM. IN Ho L.
;FETCH PPS': ::l SIEP COUNT.
;MHSK P1CNI.
; SRVE IN B_REG.
;FETCH  PPS 2 ST EP COUNT.
; MHSK BITS U HND I.
;RD181E RIGHT 2 BITS.
;OR WITH PPS 1 UOUN1.
; SHVE IN L-RECI.
*FETCH PF'L: " SIEP COUNT.
;MH-,k:. B11 S: 2 HI'1T1 S.
;k01 87 E RIGHI 2 BITS.
;OR WITH  PPS: ::1 BASE AIID.
; SHVE IN H-REG.
;FETCH 8etit, 1•x'0 MORE.
;kEIN111HLIZE POF;T R.
;REINITIHLIZE PORT B.
;FETCH FPS: #I VOLTAGE.
; SHVE 'VOLTAGE FIT PPS1.
;:SET B11 S b AND 7.
; UUT FU1 10 e-'t'S5 p PORT A.
;PPS 2 1 HBLE ADD. IN HP L.
;FETCH PPS #e STEP C OUNT.
; MHSK P2C:N1.
OR•. WITH PPS: #2 BASE ADD.
;SHVE IN L-REG.
;FETCH Be°i`p 1/0 MODE.
F:EINL11ALIZE FORTH.
;RE1NIlIAL1ZE PORT B.
;FETCH  PPS :'2 VOLTAGE.
; S HVE VOL1 fiGE AT PPS2.
;'.Ml BIT S:
 6 HN11 7.
; OUTr'U1 10 8755P PORT B.
;CLEHR H-PE6.
;RESET MAIN FRAME _COUNT.
;ENHBLE INTERRUPT SYSTEM.
; RETURN.
;CLEAR H-REG.
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;~ei- (11Ll a,21 oU	 SIR 4I1NH	 'r RUll DHIA INHIBIT FLAIL.
", 1.1111E C.3, Il4 01 JMP 1 N I EN ; GU EN;9IiLE I III kRRUF'T SYVT EM.
z 01E1 ;0004*0 MAINFRAME RATE IH7EkRUF7 PROCESSING ♦^^*^+
UlEl >t) Ll MF23	 NUP i;k f`AD INTERRUPI MHSK.
2L—, 01EE E640 HMI 40H $MASK 17.5 BIT.
a8$ 01E4 FE40 CPI 4UH is-B1T SET IF A a 40H.{
cr i 0l 1 E6 C.AFD (l l JR: SF EXT ;IF  E-B l l ',kET RETURN.
2! 5 Q 1 E9 SH U a 1;1 1:1 0VUUI LHL11 ULLEF ; OLL BUFFER HIJD.	 IN H• L.
F:86 O 1 EU 7E MUV He M ;FETCH  DHT H.W U1EV D31 2 OU1 1EH ;OUIPU1
	
TU 8155! FORT B.
2 ? OILF 2S INS+ H ;'BUMF HPL PAIR.
2ti..? 61F 01 2;0901.1 ,,HLD ULUBF ; SHVE NEXT ADD.	 IN OLI11 F.
491.1 I r 1 F' 1:14 I Nk t i t NC:REMEN7 
MAIN 
FRAME COUNT
2 1 (1 1F4 t8 MO'v` A B ;FETCH MF 2 ^C;)	 COUNT
2' U1F5 FEI)C, CF'1 Ll"H ;C.-BIT 	 =	 1	 IF	 A	 #,	 U3-H.
2,S! , 01F7 D2 013 012 JNU 0:NVH1 ;IF  C = U p ENABLE DATA.
2'44 011 F H E40 MF EX7 MV l H F 4 UH ;FETCH  C:LEAR SOD COMMAND.
is 111 F C: x;10 NOF ; C:LEHR SOD.
.: ab v I F II 3EC 9 3F Er.T MV I H, 1ClYH ;FETCH C:H -SET ^ DII COMMAND.
e??' V i F F 0 6 NUP ;,SET SUD.
	
LEHVE MASK. WITH 
01U ; F;«.1	 5.. 	 lNHIb11EII.
eL^ L12 011.1 F B El ; EHH ELk 1 N1 ERRUPI SYSTEM.
,;0111 (1 2x=1 1 C9 PIET ;RETURN.
!i 0801 2 'c.A13 00 ENDRI LDH k^ D'lNH ;FE1CH DHIA 1NHIB17 FLAG.
1.12011, FE01 CPI 01H FZ-B11
	
SET	 IF H-KEG.	 = 1.
t":, Uc"01r` C•AF8011 Jz MFE;^1 FIF a-k'.I1
	
SET.	 RETURN.
,,4 1. Vie 018 L,E40 69V l H P 4 0H ;FETCH CLEAR SUD UDMt'IHNLI.
A : U2I:IC: +:101 ;'CLEAR SOD.
1.12 (ILI c EC:S flv T fi- OCSH ; F E1 C:H aEl
	
:;OD COMMAND.
1;17 12I:IF 10 "SET
	 SOU	 LNHBLE RS7 5.5-.,
1^ c^ 0L-j11:1 RS7 6.`,• RS1 7.5. 
tie 101 riL, l 1 l ti 11H ; C:LEHP ka:l	 b.:', PENDING.
431'(1 Qd 12 F B E i ; ENFIBLE 1 N1 kkkUFT
 SYSTEM.
"11 (1213 C:' + HE ; F:F-1 URN.
2 (, C 14 ^^► +► +► ♦♦^t^♦ ^^*^^^^^^^^^`+^^^^ ♦ ^♦o^^^^^^^^ ♦ ♦rr^r^^^
.	 , 0214 SCIENCE DHI fl INTERRUPT PROC ; E MS I NCB •++^^•♦
', 14 02 14 ♦^ii^^^N^*♦♦ r^^^♦N^^^^♦♦44^^i^^^ti^^^Ai♦^^^^^r♦
S '5 Oa i 4 LIFT i 1 SC111C;E 1 N 11H ; 1 NPU1 FROM 8155P
   PORT A.
6 Oa 16 2F L MH ; COMPL I MEN1 .
017 (1217 61 MOV HP C ;, I)H 1 A BASE HUD.	 IN H-KEG. 
021 L-1 H_-, 1 1'iH E ;MH::K BITS U - 4.
0219 B2 OR;A II ; Ok, WITH BUFFER BASE AIID.
=•c 01 (121 A bF f!1OV L • Ff ; M-REG. POINTS 70 DHT H.
el U2113 U4 1lip M ; I NCkEMENT 1 HHI LOCATION.
2 (12 1 C F B E 1 ; ENHELL l N1 ERRUFT SY^;T EM.
.{	 ^4 021D Cw kki ;-RETURN.
„.',c4 llc 1E 	 U 1,1 L11.I	 END	 h 1M:_.B
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C. Programmable Power Supplies
FIMS-B uses two programmable high voltage power supplies. both
power supplies were constructed from the design drawings prepared by the
Goddard Space Flight Center for use on the HAPI and LAPI instruments on
the DynamicsExplorer Satellite.
A few design changes were made to the power supplies to adapt
them to the scientific and operational requirements of the FIMS/Centaur
rocket program. The two power supplies used by FIMS are referred to as
the energy and mass units, corresponding to the two sections of the
instruments analyzer. The energy supply is vary similar to the standard
D.E. design. Table VII-1 shows the relationship between the 6-bit
programming code word and the high voltage output.
The mass analyzer power supply is considerably different from the
basic P.P.S. design, the principal difference being that this supply has
its high voltage output floated at the -2400VDC bias used for the mass
analyzer float potential. To realize this objective, a considerable
effort was invested in insulating the electronics within the supply from
the choosis-grounded case of the power supply. The inner surfaces of the
case of the power supply are lined with a fiberglass material to prevent
high voltage breakdown.
The second major change was the addition of a set of six optical
couplers to interface with the 6-bit parallel command interface to the
CEP. In summary, the mass P.P.S. has its high voltage return connected to
the minus high voltage output of the HVPS, thus floating most of the
circuits within the supply at -2400V. A 50-megohm resistor was placed in
series with the high voltage return line to the minus high voltage output
of the bias power supply (PICO-PAR). Table VII-2 shows the relationship
between the 6-bit programming code and the high-voltage output of the mass
supply.
D. High Voltage Power Supply (HVPS)
The FIMS-B instrument uses a single HVPS to provide the float
potential for the mass analyzer deflection plates and the bias for the
microchannel plate detector. A standard PICO-PAK Model PP9N provides the
bias potential. The pages following contain specification sheets for the
unit used on FIMS-Be The high voltage output has been adjusted to
2400VDC for this application.
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